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ALBUQUERQUE, NEW MEXICO, THURSDAY AFTERNOON, .JULY 24, 1902

SULTAH ARRESTED
His Highness Comes to

Time.
i

-

LIVELY TIME.

President Goes to the State
Encampment.
The Officer Was Accused of Ducking
Two Filip'nos.
EMBEZZLED.

Manila, July 24. Capt. John J. Pershing, Fifteenth cavalry, In command
of the Lanae (Mindanao) expedition,
arrested the sultan of Bigdayan an
hostage for the delivery to him of the
Moros who on June 22 attacked two
Americans.
The sultan ordered his
followers to produce the guilty Moros.
Tuesday one man was brought into the
camp of the Americans. He was horribly mutlliated. Before dying he confessed to having participated in the
Tongul, the
ambush of Americans.
leader of the attack, has fortified his
house and defies the sultan.

Led a Strenu
out Life.
The efficient committee of t '? C. Colombo society, L. Gradi ana C. Grande,
who worked hard and faithfully for the
success of the recent picnic, went out
yesterday to settle up bills o they
could view the work as well done.
They were driving Mr. Grande's small
pony which behaved well until going
up Railroad avenue, when it commenced to sprint. Soon after the rubber
tired buggy passed Second street the
pony sighted the narrow passageway
between a delivery wagon and the sidewalk. It went in, but as the buggy is
over two feet wide it did not. The buggy stopped, the two members of the
committee went on for a short distance, the pony tried to climb a telephone pole or two but no one was
hurt.
Rev. Herman J. Powell, pastor of the
First Baptist church, has returned to
the city alter a visit of several months
among relatives and friends of Michigan and Illinois.

IT IS HARD. WORK
El Paso" Interested in Base

Ball Team for the Fair.
President Roosevelt Attends the State
Encampment in New Jersey.
THEY WILL SUCCEED.
Oyster Bay, N. Y., July 24 President Roosevelt left here on the Mayflower fsr Atlantic Highlands en route
Messrs. C. C. Hall, F. A. Hubbell and
to the state camp at Sea Girt, N. J., Thomas Hughes, who left the city Monthis morning accompanied by Miss day night for El Paso to Interest the
Roosevelt.
base ball fa.-.- of that city in securing
a team to represent them at tue apDUCKED THE BOYS.
proaching New Mexico territorial fair,
are still in the Pass City, but hope to
Refused to Tell Where the Insurgent return home tomorrow morning.
On
arriving at El Paso, they found themLeader Was.
Manila, July 24. The court martial selves "up against a hard proposition,"
Harry Charman, who was in
of Lieutenant Edwin A. Hickman, and
charge
of the base ball scheme, was
charge
having
on
cavalry,
of
the
First
ready to "throw up the sponge."
ducked in a pond two natives of Taya-ba- s about
Hall, Hubbell and Hughes have
because they refused to guide him Messrs.
some good talking the past three
to a stronghold of the Insurgent lead- done
and two nights, and it looks, from
er, Caballes, has been concluded after days following
clipping, that EI Paso
two brief sittings. Hickman is be- the
represented at the fall fair.
The will be El
lieved to have been acquitted.
The
Paso Herald now says:
.defense admitted all specifications,
That El Paso will have a league ball
taking exception only to the word "un- team
at the Albuquerque fair is now
lawful," and pleaded Justification. The
defense produced a telegraphic order assured.
Jim Magoffin, Tom Wiugo, Felix
from General Chaffee, urging the locaand Pat Garrett were added
tion of Caballes, regardless of the Martinez
this morning to someasures necessary. Colonel Smith, to the committee
guarantee and by 2
who was a witness for the defense, licit funds for the
had the greater portion of the
testified that Major Gardner was re- o'clock
money subscribed for. Any one of the
sponsible for the charges against Hick- comr-.itteIs willing to assure that El
man and sought for the testimony
Paso will have the team that will get
brought against him.
the big end of me purse at Albuquerque, which amounts to fl.t.j.
The
Guilty of Embezzlement.
Manila, July 24. Ross Douglass, second money is $300.
The EI Paso committee will take
former treasurer of the Island of Cebu,
management of the club which will
has been found guilty of embezzle- the
represent the town.
ment.
Messrs. Hall, Hughes and Hubbell
will remain here tomorrow, returning
Killed i hree People.
Atoka,. I. T., July 24. Jailer Reeves to Albuquerque Thursday night.
surrendered to the police here, explainA DEMOCRATIC THREAT.
ing It was he who killed his wife here
several days ago; also her mother,
Mrs. Grant, and John Knuckles. Reeves They Will Oppose Statehood for Cer.
said he lived happily until the appeartain Reasons.
ance of Knuckles two months ago.
The following special telegram from
Since then his wife has treated him Las Vegas appeared In the Denver Re
which maddened publican, Jully 22:
with indifference,
him, especially since her parents en"O. N. Marron, chairman of the denv
couraged her attentions to Knuckles. ocratic central committee of the terrl
tory, has Issued a call for a meeting of
EXPRESS ROBBERY.
the committee In Albuquerque August
2. At this meeting will come an Ira
portant question affecting statehood
American Artists Make a Haul on
Mexican Central.
It will be proposed at the meeting that
The local express office has received If the democrats are not allowed a
of elec
information of an express robbery on representative on the boards
tion this fall, the party will oppose the
the Mexican Central railroad..
The El Paso Herald's special dis admission of the territory to the un
patch from Chihuahua says. The Mex Ion."
The above telegram and an editorial
ican Central train bound for El Paso
Optic was called to
and due there tonight, was held up in the Las Vegas
Mr. Marron this' morn-in;;- ,
near Bermejillo yesterday by three the auention ofacknowledged
and he
that he
Americans, who secured what is es
would propose to the democratic party
timated as $53,n0 from the Wells throughout
the territory, at the forth
Fargo express messenger.
central committee meeting, to
The Americans boarded the train coming
and quarreled with the conductor oppose statehood if the republicans
ths democrats represen
about his ticket. The train was stop did notonallow registration
and election
the
ped for the purpose of ejecting him, talion
when two accomplices boarded the ex boards.
Speaking for this county, the demopress car, covered the messenger and
compelled him to give up his funds crats have always hal representation
The members of the train crew were on the two boards.
and the robbers se
takn unaware
SAM BROWNE WANTED.
cured their booty and made their e?.
cape, without any trouble. Nobody
was injured, as very few cf the pass Certrude Browne, of This City, Failed
engers knew what was happening un
to Meet Him.
til the robbery had been commited and
Gertrude Browne, a 5 year old miss
the escape of the robbers completed. cf this city, is looking for her brother,
s

c

FUND GURANTEED.
Represented

by

Strong

Base Ball Teams.
Snecial to The Citizen.
El Paso, July 24. Guarantee fund
subscribed and base ball team from El
Paso assured. It is certain this city
will have a strons team at the terri
torial fair.
Navajo Blankets.
daring robbery was committed on
Tuesday night, some time after 10
o'clock, when some thief stole two fine
Navajo blankets from the porth of C.
K. NewhaU'a residence at 108 South
Arno street. The blankets were just
recently bought by Mr. Newhall and
A

Building
be Used.

Art

Putman Bradlee Strong
England.

Ing the Indiana-Sonor- a
Mining company.

If all the facts obtainable are true
some of which were published In The
Citizen yesterday Las Vegas was tru
ly marked by the "storm king" last
Saturday night. The Optic, continuing
its article on the ravages wrought by
the storm in yesterday's Issue, says:
Nick Chaffin has been cleaning house
today, the floods of Saturday night
having ruined his carpet and despoiled
his furniture In the handy little house
on the ccrner.
JimvL.onard was down from Trout
springs
and said that the hall
atones played havoc' with his garden
up at the popular resort, though the
ran or rain was not nearly so heavy
.
as down town.
The bridges between Romerovllle
and Anton Chlco are reported all
washed away and the road in bad
shape for Convenient travel. Saturday
night's rain in those parts was unpre
cedented within the memory of the
oldest inhabitant.
Albino Baca came up from El Pino
yesterday and says the destruction
along the Pecos river was as great
Saturday night as along the other
rivers. The bridge at Anton Chlco
which cost the county $12,000 was
washed out and almost completely
wrecked, on the prairie rocks were
piled up weighing half a ton, as cleverly as if they had been harled in

Surveyor General Morgan O. Llew
ellyn received authority from the In

MIS

Marcus

In

bric-a-bra-

Colorado Fuel and Iron Books Open

H.LED

THREE

PEOPLE-

-

St. Louis, Mo., July 24. The dedication of the world s fair will take place
in the Palace of Liberal Arts on April
30, 1903, with pageantry and oratory.
Drawings of the Liberal rts building
have been given to contractors for
their bids. This palace with Its hall,
which, it is estimated, will seat 12,000
persons, will make the only serviceable building for large assemblies
among all the architectural giants of
the fair.

He Denies

that He Pawned May Yohe'e
Jewels.

New York, July 24. A special from
London to an afternoon paper says

Putnam Bradlee Strong was arrested
at Southampton today on the St. Paul,
sailing under an assumed name. In
an Interview he acknowledged his
identity and denied positively the
charge that he pawned May Yohe's
Yohe, who formerly was
jewels,
the wife of Lord Francis Hope, sailed
for Europe today on the Fuerst Bismarck.

Colorado Fuel & Iron Books Open to
Him.
v
New York, July 24. Justice Ernest
llamm, in the supreme court today, de
cided that Arthur J. Singer, represent
ing the firm of Harris, Gates & Co.,
may see the transfer looks and stock
books, stock ledger, and any other
books or papers of the Colorado Fuel
& Iron company In possession of the
Knickerbocker Trust company, Atlan
tic Trust company and Cnarles E.
Phelps, assistant secretary and treasurer of the company.

Greatly Pleased.
Weltzel of Columbus Ohio, a
heavy stockholder In the Jevla Trias
Capper company, was here yesterday
on his way back from the property.
He Is greatly pleased with the property and the prospects of development.
G. C.

s

Wedding.

Newport. R. I.. July 24. Miss Lily
Oelrlchs, daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
Charles M. Oelrlchs, and Peter D. Martin, of San Francisco, were married
shortly after noon today in old St.
More than 1,000
uoseph's church.
guests, including many representatives
society of New
of the
York, witnessed the ceremony, which
was performed by Rev. Louis J. Deady,
pastor of the church.
The musical
service was elaborate including selec
tions by the church choir and the
Ca6ino orchestra. The ushers, four in
number, led the procession to the al
tar. They were Reginald Ronalds
Philip Lydig and Charles and Henry
Oelrlchs. The bridegroom's brother
acted as best man. He and the ushers
wore frock coats and trousers of dark
gray, with
white pique
waistcoats. Following the ushers came
the matrons of honor, Mra. Henry O
Havemeyer, Jr., and Mrs. Cameron
e

double-breaste-

McR. Winslow.
The bride was accompanied by her
father, who gave her away. The bride's
gown was of the heaviest ivory-whit- e
satin, covered with white chiffon, except in front. Here, narrowing to the
waist and again widening to the hem
of the skirt, the outer material was
lace, hand sewed, with large pearls
and satin flowers. At either side of

the

i'

Island
Dispute.

c

Copper and

company secnrcB
The Phelps-Dodga majority of tlie stock of the Indiana
company, and although the exact conditions are not known. It .8 known that
people take the manthe Phelps-Dodge

e

agement.

company has exThe
perienced much trouble In handling the
property during the past year and welcomes the transfer because of the
company
standing of the
and Its facilities for working the property.
These mines attracted attention
some time ago when they were in contention of a big lawsuit. They were
owned originally by L. Linsay, of Los
Angeles, who gave an option on them
to the Indiana people. Senator Win.
A. Clark, of Montana, became Interested and made a determine., fight in
the courts to get possession, but failed.
W. C. Greene, of the Greene Consolidated Mining company, also was a
claimant, but after expensive litigation
the title finally rested in the Indiana-Sonor- a
Indlana-ScTnor-

a

Phelps-Dodg-

s

company.
The claims amount to 100

pertenen-cla-

s.

S. A. Provot, formerly of the Copper
Queen smelters, will be the new super-

intendent

com
The advent of the Phelps-Dodg- e
pany in the Cananea district will bring

that section Into greater prominence
than ever before.

OFFICIAL
Township Survey

MATTERS.
Big Land Office

Business.
NEW INCORPORATIONS.

guano.

VICTORY FOR GATES.

Martin-Oelrich-

II

Oel-rich-

to Gates.

STRONG IS ABROAD.
Getting

SEES SOLDIERS AGAIN.

El Paso Will be

Liberal

203

exquisite music.
Late this afternoon the bridal couple
departed from Newport on a steam JAPAN
yacht. After a brief trip they will return to this city to spend the remainder of the season.
Very pretty gifts were made to the
attendants. The matrons of honor reis in
ceived dainty gold purses and the ushers and best man scarfplns of gold and
pearls in the form of a horseshoe.
.
These souvenirs were encased in
of
satin,
In
gilt
white
boxes
marked
with the date of the wedding. The wedding presents were shown without Was Held for Contempt of
cards and occupied several rooms of
the cottage. They consisted of costly
Court.
and rare jewels, works of art and
of every description.
The bride of today is the elder Construction
Work on the Kansas
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Charles M.
OelrlchB. and a niece of Hermann
City, Mexico and Orient.
who married the rich Jessie Fair
of 8an Francisco. She is 21. tall, stately and a blonde. Though her parents
AMERICAN P LaRIMS.
are at the top of the social ladder they
are not wealthy, comparatively speaking. Mr. Martin is. however, possessed
Washington, July 24. The Japanese
of great wealth in his own right, which
is in the form of valuable real estate government served notice on the state
in California, ranches In the west and department that It claims possession
gold mlt.cB In Colorado, all of which of Marcus Island, toward which is now
came to him from his deceased father, heading the American expedition unEdward Martin, who was one of the der Captain Rosehill, with the purpose
early pioneers of Calflronla and presi of exploiting its guano deposits. The
dent of the First National bank of San state department has taken measures
to advise Captain Rosehill he must
Francisco. .
offer no resistance If he should fall In
with the Japanese warship which Is
FURTHER STORM FACTS- - also
speeding for the Island. Captain
Rosehill landed on this Island about
thirteen years ago, put up a sign and
Priest Nearly Drowned and Bridges deposited a bottle setting forth his
claims to the island. He erected a flag
pole and hoisted a United States flag.
Wrecked.
Then he sailed away, leaving the isl
and unoccupied, a fact which may
vitiate his title. Meanwhile the JapRAVAGES AT LAS VEGAS.
anese landed and began to take away

rhestra furnished

DEIAII

FAIR

L. Gradi and C. Grand

-

TREASURER

he is unable to describe them. They
are choice patterns and cost considerable money. The owner Is unabla to
offer any suggestion as to who the
thief might be. The police have ben
unable to locate tile blankets or the
thief.

NUMBER

plet and clear around, the

chiffon was tucked over the whole sur
face of both waist and skirt. At the
top of the bodice was used old point
Venetian lace, loaned by the bride's
aunt, Mrs. Hermann Oelrichs, by whom
it had been used as a wedding veil.
The bridal veil was fastened with diamonds to the bride's hair, upon which
rested also a wreath of orange blossoms. The spectacle as the bridal
party passed up the aisle was most
and presented one of the most
beautiful pictures ever seen in the historic old edifice. The display of gowns
and Jewels worn by some of the fashionable women present excelled anything ever seen in Newport. The decorations of the church were elaborate
and beautiful. Baskets of asparagus,
ferns and other delicate foliage were
suspended from the ceiling, and the
windows were banked with palms and
g

Sam Browne, In El Paso. Mrs. George
Welgle, of El Paso, passed through
here a day or two ago on her way
home from a visit to Denver. When
the train reached here two ladies got
on the train and turned over to her
care little Gertrude .rowne, saying
her brother, Sam Browne, would meet
her in El Paso. He failed to do so,
and the little girl is at Mrs. Weigle's
home, 404 North Oregon street, El
1'aso. Sam Browu has not been locat- other tropical plants.
After the ceremony the guests went
ed.
over to the cottage of the bride's parMrs. O. H. Scott left this morning ents in K street, where an elaborate
for an extended visit with friends and wedding breakfast was served by
Kansas City, St. Sherry. The tables were placed in a
at
relatives
l,ouis and other points in Missouri. large addition which had been made
She expects to be absent from the city to the cottage. Throughout the breakabout six weeks.
fast and the reception Mulally's or- -

"MOTHER

JONES" HELD.

department to have township 27
Judge Holds She It in Contempt of terior
north, range 8 east, in Rio Arriba counCourt.

ty, surveyed.

Parkersburg, W. Va., July 24. Judge
Jackson In rendering a decision in the
Mother Jones contempt cases today
held that all the defendants violated
the injunction and were guilty of contempt of court. The sentence of
Mother" Jones was postponed until
this afternoon. Thomas Haggerty was
given ninety days in jail and five oth
ers sixty days each. The opinion Sup
ported the right of the courts to use
an Injunction and the right of laoorers
to work when they wish to do so, with
out interference from organized labor
or any other source.
CONSTRUCTION

WORK.

Kansas City. Mexico

A Orient Railway
la Booming.
Mex., July 24. Construc

wagons.
The parish priest at Anton Chlco was
a victim of the storm king and Is
thankful that he escaped with his life.
He and a boy were sleeping in his orchard when the floods came. The boy
became frightened at the sudden and
unusual rise of waters, but tho padre
between naps probably attributed it to
tho overflow of an acequla. At least
h!3 slumbers were not disturbed till
there was such a deluge upon him that
he hail Tarely time to save himself
from drowning, leaving his clothes,
watch and other valuables at tile mer
cy of the freshet.
Building and Loan.
Ohio, July 24. The sec.
Put
ond and last day's session of the an
nual convention of the United States
League of Local Building and Loan As
sociations was marked by even a
larger attendance than that of yester
day. President Kostmayer warned his
associates that a heavy day s work
was before them In order that final ad
journment might be taken this even
ing. Jay W. Sutton of Sault Ste. Marie
Mich., led off with a few notes on the
practicability of the interchange of
funds between state associations and
James Clarency, of Philadelphia, fol
lowed with an interesting address on
"The Workingman's Opportunity." Jo
seph F. Walton, of New Orleans, closed
the forenoon session with an elaborate
and able argument concerning legisla
tion affecting building and loan

asso-cia;ion- s.

The speakers this afternoon
included Charl?s W. Nagle, of Belle
vii", Ky.; Theodore Seldon, of Chlauo: D. Eldredpe. of Boston, and F.
W. Thomas, of Toledo. This evening
the meeting will be brought to a close
with the election of officers and the se
letion of a place for holding the con
vention next year.
.lulls Grandjean, manager of the
Stockholder ranch at Range, and A
E Rouilter of Range were here last
night on their wav to Palo Alto, Calif
Mr. Grandjean aud a young lady of
I'alto Alto will be married on August
tenth, and they will spend their honeymoon at Naufchatel, Switzerland, the
(II home of Mr. Grandjean.
A great deal of interest is being tak
en in the ball games to be played between Fort Wingate and the Browns
on Saturday and Sunday afternoons at
the fair grounds. The soldiers are of
the Fourteenth cavalry. Admission, 35
tents.
-

Lang Office Buslnecs.

Homestead Entries Thomas Lore,
Raton, 160 acres, Colfax county; Jose
Ramon Montoya, Cuba. 161.02 acres,
Rio Arriba county; Ologio Escarclda,
Cuba, 159.80 acres, Rio Arriba county;
Luclo Olguin. Gallsteo, 160 acrea.
Santa F- - county Cyrua McDaniel, San
Rafael, 162.45 acres, Vaitcoift county.
Coal Declaratory Statements Edward F. Bennett, Sarah B. Rose, Isabel
F. Bennett and N. S. Rose, of Cerrilloa,
each 80 acres, on the right of way of
the Albuquerque & Eastern railway in
Bernalillo county.
Incorporations.
The Northern New Mexico Crude Oil
company, Limited, Incorporated, the
Incorporators being W. S. Connett, M.
R. Mendelson, Perry H. Smith and A.
E. Fairbanks, of Raton, Colfax county.
The capital of the company is $350,000,
divided into 7,000,000 shares. The headquarters are at Raton. The directors
are W. S. Connett, M. R. Mendelson.
Perry H. Smith, A. E. Fairbanks,
Charles de Forester, A. S. Neff and
A. C. Majors, all of Raton.
Walter C. Moore, Leroy S. Winters.
Webb Lumpkins and George B. Berry,
directors, incorporated the Moore
Gold Mining company with $600,000
capital, divided into 600,000 shares.
The headquarters of the company are
at Houston, Texas, and at Taos.
.

Chihuahua,
tion work on the Kansas City, ...exlco
& Orient railway is being
continued
steadily at three distinct points in the
republic of Mexico. The track from
Chihuahua east reached a point on the
river opposite the town of Aldama and
as soon as the bridge is in order trains
will be running to that place.
Contractors are now working on the
second fifty kilometers from Chihua
hua east and according to the terms of
contract, must complete the work by
October 1 next. The company hopes
to have trains running from this city
to a point lt)0 kilometers east by October 15 next. The company purchased
two vessels, one sail boat and one
COCHITI ITEMS.
steamer, to transport the material from
Guaymas to Port Stillwell. About 100 A Batch of Interesting Notes From the
kilometers of grading has been con
Golden District.
structed from the coast this way.
A correspondent at Bland, writing to
the New Mexican, sends the following
American Pilgrims.
Rome, July 24. The pope today re items of interest to that paper:
J. D. May is now the sole owner of
ceived the American pilgrims, headed
uy Rev. E. H. Porcile, of Brooklyn, the Bland tunnel and has started work
N. Y. The party aggregated 200 per on it.
Bland turned out in full force last
sons. The pontiff was greeted with
hearty cheers. The pilgrims present week to the Indian dance at Cochitl
The pope and mildly speaking, all had a hot
ed the pope with $1,000.
stood and bestowed his apostolic bene- time.
Leyba brothers have taken the conThe pontiff
diction on the pilgrims.
tract
to deliver 150 tons ol ore from
'Long
Leo,
of
live
amid
cries
retired
Washington
mine to the Woodbury
the
man."
God less the old
mill.
E. W. Marksbury, one of our busiM'KINLEY CLUB.
ness men, made a visit to Albuquerque
laft week.
Organized in Old Town New OffLawrence Howell returned a few
icers Elected.
days ago from Mexico, glad he says, to
The McKlnley republican club of get back to where life is a pleasure.
Old Albuquerque was on Tuesday eveT. J. Jenks, superintendent of the
ning last, reorganized for the present Golden Cochitl Tunnel company, has
political campaign with the following returned and is now pushing work on
officers: Nestor Montoya. president, the tunnel.
Thonv
Modesto C. Ortiz,
A swell dance In the camp on Saturas Werner, secretary, and Judge Se day night trespassed somewhat on
fernio Crollott, seargent at arms and Sunday morning, but no harm was
organizer. The first regular meeting done.
of the club will take place on the first
Robert Hennessey and George Buck
Sunday in August, when new members drove to town on Saturday in the most
will be added to tho already large list. complete up to date rig that has ever
The club will take a very active part struck the camp.
in the approaching campaign.
S. W. Young has a deal about closed
whereby
the Monument claim will pass
A.
la
T.
In the
North, of Cerrillos,
hands of W. S. Striekler ami
into
the
city.
This
Geo. L. Brooks, of Albuquerque.
BUYING MINES.
la a valuable claim, especially if further development Is done on it.
New Yorkers Purchase Mining Group
Considerable activity as well as anxiety has been manifested at Bland durDown in Sonora.
It is announced that Phelps, Dodge ing the past week, activity in getting
& Co., of New York, have come into ore to the Woodbury mill and anxiety
mining as to its success. The mill has been
control of the Indiana-Sonorproperties at La Cananea, Sonora, Mex- running only a part of the time on acico, adjoining those of the Green Con- count of delay In getting the dynamo
solidated mining companies, Bays a dis- which has gone astray on the road
patch from Phoenix, Arizona.
somewuere but Is now expected today.
The reported sale was confirmed by After It arrives it will be put in place
Superintendent Walter Douglas, of the in a few hours as the wires are all up
Copper Queen company. The sale was and ever other accessory is in place.
negotiated by Professor James Doug- From experimental runs of last week
interests, and everything looks very flattering for the
las, of the
S. E. Morss, Dr. 11. Jameson and Hugh mill's success, which will mean very
McGowan, of Indianapolis represent- - much for this camp.
1

a

Phelps-Dodg-

e
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PHARMACY
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THE PEOPLE'S DRUG STORE
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Iron th

Mexico
Fifty-Sevent-

demands

h

Statehood

Congress.
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S 00
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In the c.iy at the low rate of 20 cents per
week, or ror Jfr tents per monin, wneu
Aald monthly. Tl ae rates are less than
those or any other dally paper In the

according to the best estimates that
the bureau of statistics Is able to
make) about $150,000,000, of which
50,000,000 is precious metals, $50,000.- 000 products of the fisheries, chiefly
salmon, and $50,000,000
more furs,
chiefly seal furs. Probably $50,000,000
'
of American capital are invested In
Alaskan industries and business enterprises, including transportation sys
tems. In the salmon fisheries alone
the companies have a capitalization of
$22,000,000. and the value of their
plants, including vessels, is given at
12,000,000.
In the mining industries
there are large investments the great
quartz mill at Juneau being the largest
quartz stamp mill in the world, while
several other quartz mills represent
large investments. With the inflow of
apital, the development of transporta
tion systems and the gold discoveries
has come the building up of towns and
the development of cities with modern
conveniences of life. Nome City, which
is located but a comparatively short
distance south of the Arctic circle,
has now & population of over 12,000;
postal facilities have been so extended
that the number of postofflces is now
about sixty, and mails are being regu
larly delivered north of the Arctic cir
cle.

Y. V. CLARK,
Mlnlne and metallurgical engineer, 101
M.
West Gold avenue, A.uquerque, N. maps:
Specialties Reports, surveys and
plans and reduction works; mines
mining Investments; second hsnd mining
machinery; custom assayfns; and analysis.
OSTEOPATHY.
Dr. Conner.
Pout graduate of Dr. A. T. Still's School
of Oeteopathy, Klrkvllle, Mo. L.un trouble and all chronic dlnenees a epeclHlty.
umce. w rutin Dunning, rooms a "
XS; Automatic telephone, 164.

IT PAYS TO TRADE AT THE
Cosmopolitan
Paper

Patterns

Mail

Orders
Promptly

t,

None Higher

filled
220

WEST

v

Leon B.Stern.proprietor

IN

DENTISTS
Edmund J. Alger. 1). D. S.
West Gold avenue. Office hours,
8:30 a. m. to 12:30 d. m.: 1:30 p. m. to
00 p. m. Telephone 462. Appoint
ments made by mail.
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LAWYERS

ernard S. Rodev

f

Albuauerque, N
ATTORN
Prompt attention riven to all business
pertaining to the profession, win practice In all courts of the territory and be
fore the United States land offlce.
i. M. Bond
ATTORNET-AT.LA41 V street. N.
W., Washington, D. C. Pensions, lands,
patents, copyrights, cavlata. letters pat
ent, trade marks, claims.

M.

William D. Lee

ATTORNEY-AT-UAOffice, room I
N. T. Armljo building. Will practice U
all tUe courts of the territory.

R. W. D. Bryan
Albuaueraue. N.
H. omce. First National Bank bunainy
Frank W. Clancy
ATTORNEY -- a. LAW. rooms 1 and L
N. T. Armljo building, Albuquerque, N.M
ATTORNET-AT-LA-

--

WEEK OF THE CLEARANCE SALE

SECOND

All Summer goods must go at once! If they won't at one price they will at another! THEY MUST
THEY WILL BE SOLDI For without regard to Cost or Value we have made reductions that make
them positively the greatest Bargains ever offered In this city!
READ AND BE CONVINCED.
LAWNS, DIMITIES AND SWISS

CLEARING OUT' DRESS GOODS
It doesn't cut any ice how much we
that Is our business, not yours.
935 yards of the very best lose,
10 pieces of 48 and
all wool
Storm Serge and Whipcord, black

REDUCTION IN LACES

Almost given away; 600 yards of Covert Cloths, in grey, brown and blue
mixtures goods that have sold at
7o
12c; Sale Price, per yard

h

Lace

Appliques;

Plauen only; warranted dustproof; regular
$1.25 value; Clearance Sale Price, per
,
7So
cream and yard

950 YARDS OF DOTTED SWISS

Real French goods, in black
every other color; never sold for
than 25c; Clearing Sale Price,
yard

made, goods

and
less
per

in

475 yards of
all wool Black
Cheviot; sponged and shrunk; regular
75c value; Clearance Sale Price, per
the lot worth less than 35c; yard
768 YARDS OF FINEST IRISH DIM..39c
ITIES AND JACONETS
some sold as high as 60c,
138 yards of
Finest Silk Finin figures and stripes; beautiful deBrilliantine; warranted
signs; sold as high as 25c; Clearance and we mean every word we ish Blackfully
worth $1.15; Clearance
Sale Price, per yard
74
75c
Sale Price, per yard
say;
ever
Laces
finest
the
IN
346 YARDS OF ODDS AND ENDS
365 yards of
all wool De
BATISTE
Beige, in blue, brown and grey; you.
Short lengths and full pieces; reg- manufactured; Clearing Sale never saw a prettier fabric; worth
$1.00;
Clearance Sale Price, per
ular price 10c; Clearance Sale Price, Price, per yard
25c yard
69c
4c
per yard

butter color; not a yarrd in

12c

h

h

dust-proo- f;

h

E. W. Dobson

Offlce.
well block, Albuquerque, N. M.
ATTORNEY-AT-LA-

fom

In the course of some litigation In
John H. Stlnole.
ATTORNEY-AT-LACromwell block
New Jersey recently, the fact was
made public that Bertram Cutler Is the Albuquerque, N. M.
largest Individual stockholder of recPHY8ICIAN
ord in the United States Steel corporaterritory.
tion. For a day or two Wall street
Dr. J. E. Bronson
The poet of the Newark News has wondered who this was that owned Room 17, Bomeopathlo Physician,
Whiting Block.
United States Steel
earned special mention by making to U3.975 shares of
preferred and 25,365 shares of steel
mato rhyme with Plato.
DR. I. 8AYLIN.
common. He was finally located as a
and Suraeon.
stenographer and typewriter for John Office. Physician
Fe Pacific hosDltal. Albu
There is gold enough in the United D. Rockfeller and bis salary is $18 a aueraue. Santa
N. M. Private hours. 1 to 8 d. m.
States treasury to give every man, wo weeTt. The stock standing in his name Hospital pnones: Automatic, ur, oia
phone, 8L
man and child in the union $7.30.
is said to be worth about $20,000,000.

35 dozen of

Sale Price

Ladies' White Shirt Waists, trimmed with embroidery, always sold at 75c; Clearance

29c

60 dozen of extra large Turkish Towels, such as usually
2,000 yards of best Unbleached Muslin; Anchor Brand;

per yard

14 dozen of

Ladies'

sell at 25c; Clearance Sale Price, 2 FOR 25c
regular 10c value; Clearance Sale Price,
5c

Night Gowns, made of finest cambric and handsomely trimmed;

$1.50

Clearance

r. ...'98c
Sale Price
1 case of good heavy White Crochet Bed Spreads; size 72x82 inches; worth $1.25; Clearance Sale
69c
Price
10 dozen of Ladies' Black Lisle Hose, drop stitched; regular 35c grade; Clearance Sale Price, per
pair
1c

And now one of Mark Twain's books
Women love a clear, healthy com
has been barred from Russia. It seems plexion. Pure blood makes it. Burdock
Ladles' and Children's Hats
as if that cautious young czar is even Blood Bitters makes pure blood.
go! You can't appreciate
must
and
of
Street
Corner
First
o
afraid of an explosion of laughter.
of these bargains
magnitude
the
Public Protected.
Railroad Avenue.
till you see the goods, so here it
Hon. Judge Wing, of the federal
Hon. William Jennings Bryan, Col
changed hands and is now one
goes: Ladies' $2.00, $3.00 and
onel Watterson and Hon. David B. Hill court of Cleveland, has Just Issued a of Has
resorts in the city. Best
nicest
the
permanent
injunction
costs
with
and
give
frequent
exhibitions
$4.00 Walking Hats cut to... 69c
continue to
Lager
liquors
of
at
served
the bar.
of the democratic conception of bar damages enjoining a lawyer named been on draught. Patronage solicited.
Qorey from the manufacture and sale
mony.
Misses $1.50 and $2.00 Hats,
LUKE WALSH,
of an imitation of Cascarets. Gorey
Proprietor.
Mexican Hats, cut
including
Capital punishment seems to be los imitated the boxes, the shape of the
69c
to
Homestead Entry No. 4298.
Ing its grip in this country. An east- tablet and used a similar sounding
com
name.
to
is
This
decision
le
ap
Notice
recently
Publication.
for
airs
ern writer of
is a long step in the right Department of the Interior, Land Of
Children's 75c and $1.00 Hats;
prehended was given but a short Jail mended. ItAny
39o
a
who
will
dealer
offer
direction.
all styles; cut to
flee at Santa Fe,TI. M., June 23
sentence.
substitute or say that something "is
1902.
when Cascarets are
just as good
Notice Is hereby given that the fol
Children's 35c and 60c Hats
The higher the floods pile up on both called for, does it for the
purpose of Vowing named settler has filed notice
,
19c
cut to
middle,
sides of Missouri and in the
profit,
making
extra
which
few
a
cents
his intention to make final proof In
the higher the corn reaches up to keep mutt always be at the expense of the of
support of his claim, and that aald
out of the way. The Missouri papers customer's health.
Cascarets have proof will be made before the register CXXX)CXXXXDCXOCOCXXXXXXXXX)
allege that it is ten feet high.
been advertised freely in our columns or receiver at Santa Fe, N. M., on Auand as the result of making them gust 4. 1902, viz.: Feliz Trujlllo de
prices
bigger
getting
are
The farmers
known, Cascarets today have the larg Herrera, in behalf of the heirs of
J.H.Q-Bielly&Cfor
for what they have to sell than
est sale of any bowel medicine In the Abran Herrera, deceased, for the N
a
many years and yet they are having
world. They are always packed In NW, Sec. 22, EVa NEV4, Sec. 21, T 8
bard time to keep their heads above metal boxes with the long tail "C" on N, R 6 E.
water in some places in Kansas, Mis the cover and each tablet stamped C
He names the following witnesses to
sourl and other states.
C. C." They are never sold in bulk or prove his continuous residence upon
from jars. We deem it our duty to and cultivation of said land, viz:
Feliz Trujlllo, of Escobosa, N. M.
The announcement that the presi warn our readers against an Imitation
Is without dispute the coolest
dent is preparing to secure legislation or substitute of this meritorious medi Felipe Tapia, of Escobosa, N. M.
which will permit of federal supervis cine, and if at any time they have ever Manuel Mora y Martinez, of Escobosa,
place in town. Everything we
Ion of the trusts has robbed the demo been offered a substitute or an offer N. M.; Jose B. Lebario, of Escobosa,
serve at the fountain is ice cold.
crats of their last campaign" issue.
made to sell sometning "just as good" N. M.
Register.
OTERO,
R.
MANUEL
seeking
they
are
surprising
been
for,
not
have
when
asked
Cascarets
It
that
ICE COLD SODA
we will be pleased indeed to have a
to discredit it.
8AVED
BY
THOUSANDS
ICE COLD FRAPPES
letter to that effect or write direct to
The treat oil fire in Louisiana was the Sterling Remedy Co., New xork
ICE COLD SHERBETS
DR. KING S NEW DISGGVERY
snuffed out by the application of a tre- 6r Chicago.
mendous cloud of Bteam directed at
ICE COLD LEMONADES
"My mother suffered a long time
high pressure from nine boilers. A from
Colds
11'
Coughs,
Consumption.
general
or
pains
distressing
and
ICE COLD PHOSPHATES
similar experiment might be tried on health due primarily to Indigestion,"
and all THROAT AND LUNG TROUBLES.
Mount Pelee and on the anarchist con- says L. W. Spalding, Verona, Mo. "Two
UP TO DATE.
EVERYTHING
ferences at Paterson, N. J.
years ago I got her to try Kodol. She This wonderful medicine positively
grew better at once and now, at the cures Consumption, Cougha, Colds
"
The better class of colored citizens age of 76, eats anything she wants, re- Hronchitis, Asthma, Pneumonia,
of Colorado Springs', Colo., are up in marking that Bhe fears no bad effects
;j. B. O'RIELLY & CO.
arms over certain minstrel shows as she has her bottle of Kodol bandy." Ha.' Fever, Pleurisy, LnGnppe.
which have been "pulled off" in that Don't waste time doctoring symptoms. Hoarecness.SoreThroat endWhoop- Prescription Druggists,
city recently. The other afternoon a Go after the cause. If your stomach Is ingCongb. Lvery bottle guaranteed
was
citizens
colored
good.
meeting
of
Kodol
mass
sound your health will be
NO CURE. NO PAY.
Corner 2nd St. and Gold Ave.
held in St. John's Baptist church, at rests the stomach and strengthens the
conRICE 50c. and S . TRIAL BOTTLES FREE.
bodj by digesting your food. It is natwhich resolutions were passed
demning the action and protesting ure's own tonic. J. H. O'Rielly & Co.;
Small Holding No. 3215.
against a repetition of such perform- - B. H. Briggs & Co.
Notice for Puuiication.
ances in that city.
Regulor monthly conclave of Pilgrim Department of the Interior. United
No. 3, Knights Templar,
States Land Offlce, Santa Fe, N. M.,
When the little vessels built as re- commanderyevening,
at Masonic hall at Julv
6th. 1902.
production of Columbus' squadron Thursday
p. m. Work in the red cross,
8
is hereby given that the fol
Notice
were exhibited at the Chicago fair the A o'clock
is requested. By or
full
claimant has filed notice
visitors marveled that the Spanish ad- der of attendance
C. L. H. Chamberlin, re of his intention to make final proof in
venturers undertook to sail so far in corder. the E.
suppoit of his claim under sections 16
ships so small. Yet Captain Newman
and 17 of tUe act ol March 3. 18S1, izts
Atcrossing
the
now
are
and his son
The Best Liniment for Strains.
Stats., 864), as amended by the act of
feet long
lantic in a launch thirty-eigh- t
Sir. F. H. Wells, the merchant at February 21, 1893, (27 Stats.. 470), and
West Railroad Avenue.
and going at a good gait. Vessels that Deer Park. Long Island, N. Y., says: that said proof will be made before
have just come in met the Abiel Abbot "1 always recommend Chamberlain's Clerk Probate Court at Albuquerque,
Lowe when she bad gone 875 miles Pain Balm as the best liniment for N. M., on the eleventh day of August,
and was traveling at the rate of a strains. I used it last winter for a se 1902, viz: Fernando Armljo for the
hundred miles a day.
vere lameness in the side, resulting NU
and the N SWU. Sec. 5
Ym.
from a strain, and was greatly pleased TP 13. N. R. 1W.
cure
quick
It
ef
relief and
bnce the abolition of the canteen, with the
tne following witnesses 10
names
He
TfillOP.
disorder in the regular army has great- fected. For sale by all druggists.
prove his actual continuous
adverse
twenty
ly increased, drunkenness is very
of
for
tract
said
Dossession
HOT SPRINGS STAGE LINE, years
much worse, and desertions have mul- JEMEZ
Automatic 'phone 574
next preceding the survey of the
leaves Trimble's stable on Sec township,
tiplied. One of the first things the ondStage
viz: Jesus MA. Sandoval, 2161 South Second Street,
Thursday
every
Tuesday.
street,
next session of congress should do is and Saturday at 6 a. m.; quick time. A of Sandoval, N. M.; Melqulades Martin,
Albnqnerqne V Mez.
to restore the canteen. The practical relay of stock Is kept at Zla. Arrives of Sandoval. N. M.; Ellas Garcia, of
abof
its
effect
of
Albuquerque,
M.;
the
N.
demonstrations
Francisco Rom
tne Springs in time for supper, ero, of Sandoval.
N. M.
sence during the past few months are at
deceived by people who tell
be
Don't
of
any
amount
Any person who desires to protest
enough to overcome
you they will take you just as quick
theoretical argument. The experiment as the stage, for they won't. Nobody against the allowance of said proof, or
ought never to have been tried, for the else has any change of stock on the who knows of any substantial reason
the
almost universal verdict of army men route. Tickets for sale at Trimble's. under the laws and regulations ofproof
Interior Department why such
was against it; but now that it has
J. B. BLOCK, Proprietor.
should not be allowed will be given an
o
been tried and failed utterly there is
opportunity at the
Subscribe fo The Daily Cixen
no further excuse for its continuance
the
time and place to
Carpenters' and machinists' tools of witnesses of said claimant, and to
GROWTH OF ALASKA.
all kinds. Albuquerque Harware com offer evidence in rebuttal of that sub
By reason of the application of
mitted by claimant.
systems of travel and transports pany.
MANUEL R. OTERO. Register.
lion, notes Bradstreet's, Alaska is now
as accessible as Arizona. Gold, fish SHAKE INTO YOUR SHOES 1882
1902
and furs are the principal industries of
Allen's Foot Ease, a powder, it cures
Alaska, and $15,000,000 worth of these painful,
nervous feet ana in
products, $8,000,000 of gold, $6,000,000 growing smarting,
instantly takes the
nails,
and
re
chiefly
and
the
salmon
of fish
sting out of corns and bunions. It's the Sole agents for casino and Ova brand
mainder furs are sent to the United greatest
comfort discovery of the age,
Canned Goods. Dealers in
States proper annually. The cost of Allen's Foot
Ease makes tight or new
revenue
$7.200,0oo.
The
Alaska was
Staple and Fancy Groceries
feel easy. It Is a certain curt
which the Kovernment has derived shoessweating,
hot,
tired
and
callous
for
214 South Second street.
to
from it since its purchase amounts
feet. Trv it today. Sold by all Hillsboro Creamery Butter Best on
over $9,000,000, and the value of the achlnar
stores and shoe stores. Don't
earth
products is now twice as much every drug
Free delivery.
value of the accept any substitute. By mail for !5e Orders solicited.
veir as it cost. The total
free. Af
rnduots of Alaska brought to the In stamps. Trial package
IT
n
Statehood c'gars, two for 25 cents.
United Statea since its purchase is dress Allen S. Olme'.ead, Le Roy, K

The Metropolitan

Clearing Out Men's Furnish-ingand these prices will surely do

it:

55 dozen of Men's

All Odds and Ends in our Shoe
Department must move. Note
56
the following reductions:
pairs of Men's Shoes, in box
calf, canvas and dongola styles;
in lace or congress, but not all
sizes; sold as high as $2.50;
Clearance Price, per pair. .$1.25

s,

n

Underwear, shirts and
drawers to match, In dark colors
only; regularly sold at 35c;
Clearance Sale Price, each.. 19c

87 pairs of Ladies Vlci Kid
Shoes, lace or button; nearly all

sizes: not a pair worth less
than $2.00; Clearance Sale Price
per pair
$1.18
25 pairs of Ladies' Oxfords;
mostly all small sizes; never
sold for less than $1.00; Clearance Sale Price, per pair. . . ,50c

Men's fine Madras
some white
Cloth
Shirts;
grounds, some blue, some pink;
one pair extra cuffs; worth 75c
and $1.00; Clearance Price.. 49c
40 dozen of

rag-tim- e

THE

o.

Bank of Commerce
ALBUQUERQUE

$100,000

Capital
2

OFFICERS AND DIRECTORS
M. 8. OTERO, President
W. S. 8TRICKLER, V. P, and Cashier, W. J. JOHN80N, Ast. Cashier
80L0M0N LUNA
WM. MclNTOSH
J.

DEPOSITORY

W. A. MAXWELL

A. M. BLACKWELL

C. BALDRIDGE

FOR ATCHISON, TOP EKA A SANTA FE RAILWAY
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THIRD STREET

Meat Market

JOE RICHARDS,

lowing-name-

CIGARS

d

SE.
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SAUSAGE

...

THE THOUSANDS WHO ANNUALLY TRAVEL

AND EXTOL ITS DELIGHTFULLY
LUXURIOUS APPOINTMENTS
AND THE UNEQUALLED
CUISINr. OF THE
DINING CAR,
ARE PROOFS
.
t
OF THE
'
STATEMENT

"

THE

WANT
AND
GET

THE

Co.

BEST

SANTA FE
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bargains in wash 0
a

Four big

See display ad. Golden O
O goods.
O
O Rule Dry Goods Company.

If orioopogggiaoooooooaa

'

ON

THAT
AMERICANS

-

nm

fACTODY.

CALIFORNIA LIMITED

e

Pratt &

RMSJ

N. THIRD STREET

MASONIC BUILDING.

above-mentione- d

F. G.

8a

EMIL KLEINWORT,

Giaesner,

cross-examin-

kinds

Statehood cigars, two for

25

cents.

A. E.

WALKER

FIRE INSURANCE

!

Secretary Mutual Buildlnf Association
Offlce U J. w. Bsidridge's Ltnber 1
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BUILDING SOCIETY.

El-Pas-

Building and" Loan "Association Men
r
Are in Session.
Ohio, July 24. Several
nundred millions of dollars every dollar of It the savings of the thrilty wage
workers of the United States were
represented In the assembly hall of the
Hotel Victory today when the tenth
annual convention of the United States
League of Local Building and Loan Associations was called to order by the
national president, George H.
of New Orleans. It is one of
Put-In-Ba-

5

Kost-roaye-

the largest conventions

In

bee railroad near
The wood
was found 150 feet below the earth's
surface imbedded in the rolld rock and
demonstrates beyond peradventure
that this locality was once torn and
upturned by violent earthquakes and
eruptions. The white slab is about
three feft long and six Inches across
at the widest point. It is on exhibition
at the Chamber of Cemmerce.

r.

the history

of the league. A majority of the delegates are men prominent in the municipal affairs of their respective lo-

calities.
The feature of the opening session
was the address and report of Hon.
Herman F. Cellaring, of Cincinnati, the
general secretary, which was listened
to with profound attention, secretary
Cellarius said in part:
"A slight Increase in the total mem.
bershlp, with a small decrease in the
aggregate assets, is the showing made
by the local building and loan associations of the United States during the
past year. There are now In the United States 5,302 local building associations, with a total membership of
and assets amounting to
In most of the states these
associations have about held their
own, although the reduction of the interest rate for the past few years has
had a tendency to bring back money
loaned out by them at higher than existing rates, and associations unable
to make desirable loans have returned
some of the Idle accumulated funds to
their stockholders, causing a decrease
In their assets. Building and loan association supervisors in a number of
states are agreed that the associations
were not sufficiently prompt in meeting the reduced interest rate and that,
as a result, they have lost some profitable business. This Is to be accounted
for, possibly, under the theory that the
associations were desirous of ascertaining if the conditions favorable to
reduction were temporary only, and,
with their usual conservatism, they
were reluctant to reduce interest
charges until there was a reasonable
assurance that cheap money had come
to stay.
"The situation in Illinois and Missouri has been materially improved, although these states still continue to
show rather heavy decreases in assets,
Illinois having declined a little over
$4,000,000 and Missouri about $2,000,-00during the past year. In Ohio several large building associations one
in Columbus and another in Cleveland
reorganized as trust companies, and
their assets, amounting to about
are not included in the figures
for that state. Ohio, therefore, instead
of having decreased in assets about
1100,000 as shown by the table, has, as
a matter of tact, increased nearly
Substantial increases in assets were made last year in New Jersey, Massachusetts and Nebraska.
"The legislative situation has been
one of great activity during the past
year, particularly in the states of Pennsylvania, Ohio and New York. Many
bills were introduced, as usual, but the
provisions of most of them were of a
character that did not command the
support of the 3tate leagues in these
states, and as a result they met defeat.
The work of state and other leagues
of building associations in the several
states has again demonstrated the efficiency and great usefulness of these
organizations, besides giving further
and
evidence of tfeeir influence
strength. But few changes in the
building associations laws of the states
resulted during the past year."
Following the report of tho secretary, the convention listened to addresses as follows: "The Future of
Building Associations: The Tendency
to Depart From and the Necessity of
Aunering to Fundamental Principles,"
Seymour Dexter, Elmira, N. Y.: "Why
Local Building and Loan Associations
Should Be Exempt from all Taxation,"
Jullua Stern, Chicago; "The Theoretical versus the Practical," W. A. Whitney, Lawrence, Mass.
A Good Reputation.
The way to gain a good reputation is
to endeavor to be what you desire to
appear." That is precisely the way
in which Chamberlain's Cough Remedy
has gained its reputation as a cure for
coughs, colds, croup and whooping
cough. Every bottle that has ever been
put out by the manufacturers has been
fully up to the high standard claimed
for it. People have found that it can
always be depended upon for the relief
and cure of these ailments and that it
is pleasant and safe to take. For sale
by all druggists.
.

$565,-387,96- 6.

0

Ten thousand demons knawing away
at one's vitals couldn't be much worse
than the tortures of itching piles. Yet
there's a cure. Doan's Ointment never
falls.
An Act of Special Interest.
An act of congress passed June 27,
1902, is of special interest to many old
timers In New Mexico. This act amended the act of July 27, 1892, and gives a
service pension of $3 per month to the
survivors of the Indian wars in Texas
and New Mexico in the service of the
United States from 1849 to 1856. The
act also applies to the widows of such
survivors, providing they have not remarried. During the war with the
Southern Utes in Colorado In 1885.
four companies were mustered in the
service from Santa Fe, commanded by
Captains W. S. Cunningham, Manuel
Chaves, Miguel E. Pino and Charles
Deus. Two companies were raised in
Taos commanded by Captains Charles
Williams and Francisco Gonzales. Old
soldiers who served in these companies now drawing less than $8 per
month are entitled to the full rate.
If a Man Lie to .You,
And say some other salve, ointment,
lotion, oil or alleged healer is as good
as Bucklen's Arnica salve, tell him 30
years of marvelous cures of piles,
burns, bolls, corns, felons, ulcers, cuts,
scalds, bruises and skin eruptions
prove its the best and cheapest. 25c
at all drug stores.
o
Unnatural Bumps.
An exchange says that a woman
wouldn't' be satisfied without an unnatural bump on her somewhere. For
a time the bustle sufficed.
The big
sleeve with an unnatural bump on her
shoulder came next, but did not last
long. The bump then moved from
shoulder to cuff. Just now it is the fad
to wear a shirt waist that looks as if
a peck of apples had been duuped into
it in front.
CONVINCING PROOF.

The Average Albuquerque Citizen Must
Accept the hollowing Proof.
The great Sir Isaac Newton, one of
the most profound reasoners the world
ever produced, once cut a large hole in
a board fence to allow a favorite cat
access to two gardens, and cut a smaller hole to allow her kitten to follow
her. The weakness manifested in Sir
Isaac's action was due to want of
thought. Any reader who mentally
debates the proof offered here about
Doan's Kidney Pills and arrives at any
other conclusion than that stated in
this citizen's statement, is as short of
reasoning powers as the philosopher
when he turned carpenter.
Mr. J. S. Wood, acct., in the St.
Louis Label Works, living at 306 Morgan street, St. Louis, says: "My old
home is in Quincy, 111., a place where
Doan's Kidney Pills are a household
necessity. When I first came to St.
Louis several druggists on whom I
called did not have them In stock, and
I sent to an old friend, a pharmacist
In Quincy, for them. I had attacks of
kindey complaint for five or six years,
causing my back to ache Just across
the loins. I found thaUDoan's Kidney
Pills acted as represented and when I
noticed them advertised at
corner Sixth and Washington
streets, I went there for a box, not that
time, but I
I required them at the
thought it was a good opportunity to
adopt precautionary methods."
Just such emphatic indorsement can
be had right here in Albuquerque. Drop
into the Alvarado Pharmacy and ask
their customers report.
Sold by all dealers. Price 50 cents
Co., Buffalo,
per box.
N. Y sole agents for the United
States.
Remember the name Doan's and
take no substitute.
The Denver & Rio Grande Railroad
company has Just compiled in pamph
let form its contract with the Brotherhood of Railroad Telegraphers and is
sending it out over the road. It is
the first time the contract has been
printed so that each telegrapher may
have a copy. It is said to be one of the
best contracts a labor organization has
with its employers.
"Wolff-Wilson's,-

Foster-Mllbur-

"

n

Mcki Tea Positively Cures Sick

Head-Headach-

THE ECONOMIST

IP
illi

ROOT

HAIR

No

should look
Ilk this,
but If you have

thi.

''Destroy the cauM
you remove the

Of All

j
M

ONE-HAL-

KILL THE GERM

OUR STOCK OF ALL WASH MATERIALS DIVIDED INTO SIX LOTS TO CLOSE OUT. EVERY
YARD MARKED DOWN . O LESS THAN HALF ORIGINAL PRICE, AS FOLLOWS:
TAKES ,N ALL 0UR PRINTED LAWNS AND BATISTES THAT SOLD UP
tZ
AwUL
TO 10c AND 12'a A YARD. ROOM MAKING PRICE
OC yCL
20 PIECES PRINTED BATISTES AND DIMITIES THATSOLD UP TO 15c
T
Q1
AND 18c A YARD. ROOM MAKING PRICE
OjjC yCL
INCLUDES ALL CLASSES OF. WASH GOODS THAT SOLD UP TO 20c
T Of
C
AwUl
AND 25o PER YARD. ROOM MAKING PRICE
JUCyCL
TAKES IN ALL OUR 30c AND 35c WASH GOODS, SUCH AS LISLE TIS- A
T
Ut
SUES, TISSUE SUPREME, DOTTED SWISS MUSLIN, EMBROIDER
1 C
ED DOT. ROOM MAKING PRICE.
JOC yCL

by all dnnjtliU. Price SI.

the question was one to be decided
by Chler Justice Mills, and therefore
bound the defendant over to the United States court In the sum of $200
bond. J. M. Hernandez, Eulojlo Duran
and C. A. Spiess went on the bond.
BUSINE88 LOCALS.
Economize by trading at The Economist.
Copper, tin and galvanized Iron
work. Whitney company.
No tuberculosis preservaline or coloring in Matthews' Jersey milk.
Kleinwort's is the place to get your
nice fresh steak. All kinds ot nice
meat.
Deming has an abundance of water
tor irrigating vineyards, orchards, or
gardens.
Buy lots and build In Deming. Your
rental returns will be 20 per cent, on
the Investment.
Orders taken for every known make
ot stoves and ranges. Albuquerque
Hardware company.
Deming is a great health resort-- has
no superior in climate for the cure
ot pulmonary troubles.
Look into Kleinwort's market on
North Third street. He has the nicest
fresh meats in the city.
We are sola agents for Wheeler &
Wiison sewing machines. Albert
305 Railroad avenue.
Why buy high priced lots when you
can get them cheap in Deming now,
with certain advance assured?
We carry the largest variety of linoleums and oil cloths in this city.
Albert Faber, 305 Railroad avenue.
Deming needs one hundred new
houses to supply the demand, and
needs them now. This demand continues to grow.
Mrs. Bambini, at her parlors, No.
205 South First street, over the
Hyde Exploring Expedition store,
give
is prepared
thorough
to
scalp treatment, do hair dressing, treat corns, bunions and ingrowing nails. She gives massage
treatment and manicuring. Mrs. Bambini's own preparations of complexion
cream builds up the skin and improves
the completion, and are guaranteed
not to be injurious. She also prepares
a hair tonic that cures and prevents
dandruff And hair falling out; restores
life to dead hair; removes moles,
warts and superfluous hair. Giv her
a trial, bne also has a very fine tooth
powder, which she guarantees to be
free from all metallic substances. It
perfumes the breath, hardens the gums
and makes the teeth clean and white.
It is highly recommended by all first
c'ats dentists. Also a face powder, a
freckle cure, and pimple cure, and pile
cure. All of these preparations are
purely vegetable compounds Give her
a trial. Automatic telephone 490.

t

J

Deming will be tne great smelter
center. Two large plants will be installed within the year.
iteming has increased 50 per cent In
population in four years.
We are sole agent for Wheeler &
Wilson sewing machines, the best on
the market. Albert Faber, 305 Railroad

Indigestion and constipation. A delightful herb drink. Removes all eruptions of the ekln, producing a perfect avenue.
u
complexion or money refunded. 25c
Statehood cigars, two for 25 cents.
and 60c. Wr.te to us for free sample.
LAS CRUCES.
W. H. Hooker & Co.. Buffalo, N. Y. J.
Deming ships over 100,000 head of
New Game Warden Suit against Max H. O'Reilly it Co. and B. H. Brlggs &
cattle annually; is the center of the
Co.
Frost Settled A Mineral
greatest breeding region in the south
o
Find.
west and cattle men all know this.
HIS AUTHORITY DENIED.
From the Progress.
Cbas. V. Peacock, brother of D. V. Ruling of Secretary of Interior on
In Deming the aemand for rental
Peacock, of this place, is reported as
houses
is five times in excess of the
Into
Called
Reservation
foeine sick at his ranch below LI Paso,
supply.
Question.
H. D. Bowman, who has been
The case of the United States v?.
a short vacation in California, is
Deming! Have you been there? If
Romero for pasturing sheep on not,
expected home on next bunaay even Juan
you should get there for the big
reserve,
was
Pecos
river
forest
the
In sr.
2 o'clock sale of lots on the 17th of this month.
at
yesterday
afternoon
heard
Martin Lohman started operations by U. S. Commissioner W. B. Bunker.
Pemirg Is the great mining center
with his flouring mill this week and Capt..
W. C. Reed represented the of the southwest.
U grinding his wheat supply.
3
deiT'
v
0 - - s
D. V. Peacock came in from his cat government and C A. Spiess the
interwas
M.
Hernandez
J.
fendant.
shipment
of
Just
up
receiveu
good
reports
range.
rains
He
mie
tie
preter. Clive Hastings and S. L. Fish- Japanese and Chinese
matting. Albert
that way and their lake is filled. The er
was
were
shown
that
It
305
witnesses.
Faber,
avenue.
Railroad
a
fine
grass is beginning to make
the sheep belonging to Romero had
growth.
Governor Otero has commissioned been pastured on the reserve, but it
was not shown that the defendant had
Walter W. W. .. uerschmidt. of this ordered
them pastured there.
ilare. as a game warden for Dona Ana
The defendant was charged with
county. Mr. Wuerschmtilt intends to
violated- a regulation made by
prosecute all violators of the game law, having
Always comes promptly?
secretary of the interior, making
especially parties who are killing deer the
against
it
offense
of
an
laws
the
the
moun
ana
Organ
San
faithful? Saved your
Andraes
Ever
in the
United States for a person to graze
tains.
sheep on the Pecos park reservation, life? Then hold fast to him.
Mr. Spifss moved the court to dismiss
From the Republican.
Attorney E. C. Wade has moved his the complaint on the ground that the We believe in doctors. Ask
office to rooms just north of Major defendant had not committed any of- yours about Ayer's Cherry
fense against the laws of the United
Llewellyn's offlce.
Mrs. Dora Watson, who spent sev- States for the reason that the secrePectoral for hard colds,
eral winters here for her health, died tary of the Interior had not power to
a
an
offense
of all kinds, asthma,
transaction
coughs
8th.
denounce
at La Lnz on the
The suit of Dr. McConnell vs. Max because this was the exercise of the bronchitis, and other throat
Frost, involving the recenUsale of the legislative power and that power had
Alameda, was settled out of court this been by the constitution vested in conand lung troubles. Fcr CO
week. Dr. McConnell went to Santa gress and thereby specially withheld
Fe laet night to receive $400, the from the other tribunals.
years doctors have used it.
Capt. Reid argued that the reguamount he is to get on the compro
'
used Ayer's Cherry Pectoral
lations of the secretary had the effect for"I52have
mise.
years. Just a Utile of it cures a
Louis Esralante, of Dona Ana, re of law and that three judges in the cold and stops a cough."
A. G.
Mr. Buncently found a piece of Deautiful petri tertltory had so decided.
Hamilton, Marietta, Ohio.
decision,
his
took
giving
foe
while
chalk,
in
en
ker,
as
as
white
wood
fled
15c., lit-- H H.
i. C. AYES CO.. lewtX lUii
gaged in working on the cut of the Bis ground held by Mr. Spiess, but thought
i
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IN ALL OUR HONITON LACE EFFECTS, AND ALL WASH MA- TERIALS THAT SOLD ALL SEASON UP TO 50c THE YARD. ROOM
MAKING PRICc

f yCL
J
ZUC

INCLUDES ALL OUR VERY BEST SUMMER WASH MATERIALS, SUCH
AS SILK EMBROIDERED DIMITIES, FORMOSIAN SILK NOVELTIES,
ISATHE SILK TISSUES, AND SATSUMA SILK NOVELTIES; GOODS
THAT SOLD ALL SEASON FROM 60c TO 85c THE YARD. ROOM
MAKING PRICE
,

J
ZOC yCL

30 INCH PERCALES, RED AND BLUE
URES. ROOM MAKING PRICE

GROUNDS

WHITE

WITH

FIG- -

7C

J
yCL

PARASOL STOCK
OUR ENTIRE STOCK OF LADIES' PARASOLS DIVIDED IN THREE LOTS TO CLOSE OUT:
. 1 TAKES CHOICE OF ALL PARASOLS, BLACK, COLORS AND WHITE,
UU
SOLD UP O $2.00. ROOM MAKING PRICE
4

J--
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ZUU
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61

T
Ot

9
Z
T
2
lwOt O
T

TAKES CHOICE OF ALL PARASOLS, BLACK, COLORS
80LD up T0 ,3i50 ROOM MAKING PRICE

lwOl

AND

WHITE,

TAKES CHOICE OF BALANCE OF OUR STOCK OF FINEST PARASOLS,
VALUES UP TO $7.50. ROOM MAKING PRICE

WAISTS AND SKIRTS.
OUR ENTIRE STOCK'OF WASH WAISTS PUT ON SALE AND DIVIDED INTO FOUR LOTS TO
E.

-

T

lwOt

T

.

LiOX
.

T

...

.

-

IN ALL WAIST8 SOLD UP TO 75c.
ROOM MAKING PRICE

Z
3
O

9ZOC

TAKES IN ALL WAISTS VALUES UP TO $1.25.
ROOM MAKING PRICE
TAKES IN ALL WAISTS SOLD UP TO $1.75.
ROOM MAKING PRICE
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Rubber in Your Dollars.
If there s any time in the year when
you can stretch your dollars out, it's
now. Ihe Lion Store.

J
J

nf 9

Fa-be- r,

-

TO

WASH GOODS

HERPIOIDE
il

-

REDUCED

F

with NEWBRO'S

YoupDoctor

s

Summer Wash Goods Continued

FOR ANOTHER WEEK EVERY YARD OF WASH MATERIAL IN
THE HOUSE
AND LESS. COST IS NO OBJECT ROOM IS WHAT WE ARE AFTER.

Falling Hair, no
Baldness, If you

-

the

JULY CLEARANCE SALE

dtttroys and with,

No Dandruff,

In

Dry Goods Line.
for McCall Patterns. An Patterns 10 and 15 cts.
Orders Solicited and Filled Same Day as Received.

Mai

the GERM

effect"

ALBUQUERQUE, NEW MEXICO.
Clothing or Groceries But Everything

Shoes,

Agents

DANDRUFF

For

THE ECONOMIST

The Economist

OP YOUR

:;Mp

era it like

THE ECONOMIST

THE

3UC
3C

...

INCLUDES ALL OUR VERY BEST WAIST8, WORTH UP TO $2.50.
ROOM MAKING PRICE

LtOZ D

7.

tf 4
J

J UU

WASH SKIRTS
ALL OUR 75c AND 85c VSH SKIRTS NOW ONLY
PRICES
AND ALL OUR BETTER GRADES CUT IN PRICE TO HALF ORIGINAL 8ELLING
,
TO CLEAN THEM UP. COME AND SEE THEM. '
,4 1
CUT IN HALF.

THE ECONOMI8T

THE ECONOMIST

PRICE

fOf

iLtM

THE ECONOMIST

ITHIS MOMTH
$

Is your last call
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until August 1 to!
buy your Clothing:
any uiner cirLicio
at actual cost and
some below cos
on account of dis
solution of our
firm. See window
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Subscribe for The Citizen.
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.ender. young veal, genuine spring
lamb, nice fresh fish, dressed poul
try and the best In fresh meats of all

kinds

morrow.

at the San Jose Market

0W. STRONG

to-- .

Undertakers and Embalmers

s
Return of the
fight, Friday night, July 25, at Zeiger'a
Cafe. Accurate ring aide description
from a direct wire.
Jeffrles-Fltzsimmon-

Let ui flgur on your plumbing.
bunueraue hardware company.

SONS,

&

'

'

.

r

'.V

'

SufWntendenl tfalrview, Santa Barbara and "Bfrai
Brith" Cemeteries.
Local Undertakers Santa Fe Pacific Railroad.

At

We are not very good at bragging,
ut would like to have your patronage.

Both Phones in Our

Mrs. Wilson.

Office

Remember the Store.
The store with the white front The
Lion Store offers you such goods at
such prices which will not be met in
any direction.

201 211 North Second

Street.

AND
MEAL

A HEALTHFUL

APPETIZING

J

can always be made from a tender
and delicious porterhouse, sirloin
steak, when it Is cut from, our tender
and juicy sides of beef. We buy only
the primest beef, mutton, lamb, or
meats of any kind, and when It comes
from Farr's market it is a guarantee
of high grade excellence.
Our prices
are low. Our meats away up In

o

Our meats the best, a test will tell;
try San Jose marketing.

Green Is the ucl:r.
green tag tale Is
Our
again on. We are determined that all
of our summer goods must be sold be
THE MAN WITH THE BK HEAD Go "war? Git outl Tm sick! I want to dlel
fore the season ends and we have scal
wicked)
you
go
youi
No
on
a
You
rest
old
while
for
sinner!
Ah,
the
bat
will
HEAD
LEVEL
MAN
WITH
THE
THE
down prices to such an extent that
' vrila'i la Cjs country, will you? You ouoht to sufferl But why didn't you do as 1 told you when I left you last nloht, anc ed
are bound to attain our end. Every
You'd feel oood. like I do. They work while, we
! 1 3 1 C4. ciraulJ-- take a CASCARET Candy Cathartic before orolna to bed?
green tag means a saving to you of 10
your
you
morning
liver,
fine
and
after.
dandy
feverish
make
feel
the
cool
bowels,
your
and
up
stomach and
r vo'i sleep, fix
to 30 per cent. See our windows Si
mon Stern, the Railroad avenue cloth
er.
was
officer,
CORNER STONE LAYING.
Dr. Race, the city health
LEPER SU WAH.
seen this' morning and asked about
CLASSIFIED ADS.
what would be done with the car. The Impressive Service at Corner Stone
doctor said: "I have sent two men
Laying
of
8L
John's
Methodist
Hs is Turned Loose in Juarez, Mex down, to burn the Chinaman'a effects
Note All classified advertisements
Church.
and to fumigate the car. tt is a very
or rather "liners," one cent a word for
It was a large audience, representa- each
simple proposition, and sulphur burnt
ico, From Where He Escaped.
insertion. Minimum charge for
in the car will thoroughly cleanse It tive of all denominations in Santa Fe, any classified advertisements, 15 cents.
which
gathered
Wednesday
evening
to In order to Insure proper classification
from danger." ,
The doctor, speaking of tne aisease, witness the corner stone laying of the all "liners" should he left at this ofUNPLEASANT JOB ACCOMPLISHED
said:' "The worry of people and tneir beautiful new church edifice on Don fice not later than 3 o'clock p. m.
great fear from leprosy comes wholly Gaspar avenue of St. John's Methodist
legend that has come aown to us Episcopal congregation, Santa Fe. A
FOR RENT.
C. M. Foraker, United States mar- from
the ages. It is an mrectious platform had been erected over the
shal, and James Smith, the deputy through
for
disease like syphilis and 1b gotten by basement of the church and on this FOR RENT Cool furnished rooms Secsheriff who contracted to see the contact
light housekeeping; 521 North
with the virus in the same were seated the pastor of the church,
leper, Su Wah. safely In Juarez, Mex- way. While it Is incurable there Is not Rev. W. A. Cooper, the speakers of the
ond street.
ico, from whence the Chinaman came, the danger from it that people im- evening. Rev. A. P. Morrison, Rev. W. FOR RENT Large airy rooms for
returned to the city this morning, and agine. Diphtheria Is many times more Hayes Moore, Rev. W. R. Dye and
light housekeeping. 524 West RailMr. Smith says that "his freight ride dangerous and I would much rather Judge McFle the choir of the congre'
road avenue. Rent reasonable.
118 Gold Avenue.
BUILDERS' HARDWARE.
to El Paso, with Su Wah in charge of treat a patient with leprosy, as far as gation. the members of the church, the FOR RENT Furnished rooms with
the furniture car and he attempting to contagion is concerned.
513
Fruit
West
bath. Enquire No.
Capital City band and visitors, while
take lire as easy as possible in a way "Actual contact with the virus is me the street In front was also thronged
avenue.
car on a slow train, was by all odds way the disease is contracted and per- with an attentive audience. W. J. Mc FOR RENT Five room brick house cooccooooocoooo
the most tiresome ride he ever took sons have been known to live for pherson led in the scripture reading.
between Fourth and Fifth streets
in his life." He don't want to make years with lepers and not contract the The capital City band rendered ap
on Tljeras road. All conveniences.
"
; many more
Apply to J. Romero.
rides on a freight disease.
propriate selections in a meritorious
7
208
house,
room
train.
North
FOR
RENT
Trahospital
at
manner.
leper
Judge McFle and Rev. W. H.
"There is a
The El Paso Herald has the follow- Arno. Wm. Kleke.
New Brunswick, where the Sis-- Moore, of the First Presbyterian
Ing article on the arrival of the leper cadie.
furnished
THAT IS WHAT WE CALL A PREPARATION FOR KEEPING THE
of Charity have cared for these church, made timely and forceful ad- FOR RENT Two or three 213
ters
rooms for house keeping.
i in that city:
South
people, and It is a record- dresses that evidently came from the
FLIES FROM ANNOYING HORSES OR CATTLE.
unfortunate
APPLIED TO
Su Wah. alias Chau Po. the Chinese
Third 6treet.
fact that not one of the sisters has heart. Rev. W. R. Dye, of the Church FOR
HORSE'S FACE AND BREAST IN THE MORNING IT WILL
YOUR
pri
room
leper, has been deported, but not to ed
in
Furnished
RENT
of the Holy Faith, led in a fervent
the disease.
contracted
ever
KEEP HIM COMFORTABLE THROUGH THE DAY. 25, 50 AND SI
vate family, with bath. 516 ..ortn
the Flowery Kingdom across the wi
"There is a small colony of them, prayer. Rev. A. P. Morrison, of Albu
. ter.
street.
Second
He is now in the land whence he about
A
BOTTLE
querque,
a
superintendent
distance
short
number,
of
In
forty
missions in
Large furnished rooms
came to Uncle Sam's domain.
Orleans. They live there by New Mexico, before laying the corner FOR RENT
New
from
over the postofflce, $10 a month.
This morning Su Wab'a private box
India has a quarter of a stone, gave statistics of the strength
rooms
car that has been his domicile at Alba themselves.
v
are a great pf the Methodist church and of the FOR RENT Airy, comfortable can
there
and
lepers,
of
million
at
at Casa de Oro. rith board,
j querque for some weeks, arrived here many places in the world where the great progress the 'church has made
613 West Gold avenue.
as a part of a Santa Fe freight train
is found. The island of Mola-ka- and is making In this territory. The
disease
Su Wah was properly escorted by
one of the Sandwich Islands, is corner stone was laid by Rev. A. P.
FOR 8 ALE.
States officials and was met on used for nothing else.
United
Morrison, assisted by Antonld "Winsor
;
by
Chihis arrival
117 WEST RAILROAD AVENUE, ALBUQUERQUE, N, MEX.
Charles Meehan,
no
is
there
people
contractor,
assure
that
who
can
the
is
bunding
"I
the FOR SALE Will sacrifice steam car
nese immigration inspector, with an danger
,
If they will not consider church.
and
no
pet
cheap;
cleaning
better
works
c
CKXXXXXOCOQCOCOCOCOCOCOCIOC
old wagon. Su was put into it and the' legends of old there is no reason
A letter of congratulation by ; Rev
paying business for money invested.
quietly and without any stir or osten- for alarm."
Thomas Harwood, D. D.. of this city,
Poor health only reason for selling.
tation, driven to the old laundry near
who was unavoidably
from at
Apply 510 North Third street.
the Sierra 'Mad re depot in Juarez, and Demlng water and pure ozonemake tending, was read detained
by Rev. W. A FOR SALE The contents of an eight
dumped out.
Cooper.
strong and healthy people.
room house, consisting of bed room,
He Is now in the place where he
o
parlor and kitchen, furniture. Must
'
came from and be will ' likely stay
for The Dally Citizen.
Statehood cigars, two for 2$ cents.
Subscribe
be sold as I am leaving town. Come
o
to
as the Mexican
there
early
and secure choice. Mrs. Glov
anthorities see fit. The Chinaman is
311
er,
West Silver avenue.
. In horrible shape, and all bandaged up.
REPORT OF THE CONDITION
FOR SALE A good livery outfit very
Mr. Meehan says he had no curiosity
of the
cheap; a chance for a man with
to examine him, but got rid of his job
small means to go Into business;
as quickly as possible.
FIRST NATIONAL BANK
have other business to look after
This Chinaman is the same one who
and must sell. For further Informs
came here from Juarez some weeks
At Albuquerque, in the Territory of
tion apply to John F. Williams, Cerago and tor whom the government Imt
rlllo8, N. M.
iew Mexico, at the close of Busimigration authorities and the police
FOR SALE A forty acre ranch near
ness,
July
16,
1902.
so
diligently.
He dropped
searched
railroad: 20 acres in fruit trees and
out of sight so thoroughly for a lime
RESOURCES.
400 Ehade and ornamental
vines;
that many believed there was no leper
Loans and" discounts ....$1,058,951 40
good pure water from a sixty
trees;
about either this place or Juarez. Sud
Overdrafts, secured and
foot well; good adobe residence and
denly he turned up in Albuquerque and
unsecured
26,795 20
outhouses. For particulars Inquire
the question has been what was to be
U. S. Bonds to secure cirat The Citizen office.
done about it. Su was ordered deportculation
150,000 00
FQfl SALE Stove wood, any length,
ed .Borne time ugo and the order was
U. S. Bonds to secure U.
400 pounds for $1; cord wood, one
S. Deposits
executed th,is morning
about 10
150,000 00
cord. $4.50. Call on or address O.
o'clock.
Premiums on U. S. Bonds
12,000 00
Ribera. Old Albuquerque, N. M.
Dr. Race, the city health officer, has
Stocks, securities, etc....
42,813 26
FOR SALE Several beatiiul homes
Banking house, furniture
been notified that the box car is here
and city lots. These are bargains
39,000 00
and fixtures
and the next question is what to do
and must be seen to te appreciated.
Other real estate and
with it;
No trouble to show property. See
mortgages owned
25,000 00
United States Marshal C. M. Foraker
Jno. W. McQuade.
Due from National banks
of Albuquerque, came down yesterday
Crockery, Ranges. Stoves, Glassware
(not reserve agents). . . 263,112 48
WANTED.
and will return tonight. His deputy.
Due
.
from
State
banks
and
on
freight
H.
Smith,
came in
J.
the
WAATEtk Two good men for collec
bankers
66,493 86
train this morning in charge of the
Due from approved retor and salesman; 219 Gold avenue.
leper. The train arrived about 5 a. m.
WANTED Information leading to the
serve agents
314,929 98
Marshal Foraker when asked about
present address of Charles A. Stein
C'necks and other cash
the case, said: "Su Wah has been a
,
Joseph Drownnewell and James
items
18,717 84
great care to us up at Albuquerque but
Exchanges for clearingall formerly of Albuquerque.
we had to care for him just the same.
house
13,947 62
Write to Harvey Spalding & Sons,
.The government first ordered him der'Iage' repairing "1
Notes of other National
Jand attorneys, Washington, D. C.
ported to China, but the Southern
T 1 1ACK 5 INI ITH
for
experienced
17,416
banks
clerk
WANTED
00
An
him,
nor would
ciflc would not receive
country store. Must speak English
Fractional paper curren- - ' '
the steamship companies.
cy, nickels and cents. . .
2,338 67
and Spanish and have good refer
"Then the order was changed to deLawful money reserve in
ences. Write S., this office.
portation to Mexico at Juarez, where
banit, viz.:
WANTED All the carpenters I can
the leper came from. He had been In
'
Specie
72,344 00
get. Climate and wages good. W.
Mexico for two' years before he came
Legal tender notes
48,500 00
B. Gilman.
here. He has not only been a great
and
Redemption fund with U.
WANTED At once, a number of
care to us but he has cost the governS. treasurer (6 per cent
on the
carpenters
bridge
to
work
:i
more.
to
We
had
ment about $500 or
7,500 00
of circulation)
Santa Fe Central railroad. Apply
keep two guards at his car at $5 per
at company's general office, Santa
and
day and pay the railroad company $1
$2,329,800 51
Total
Fe, or to August ReingardL Kenne
per day demurrage on the box car. The
Saddlery
dy. N. M., via Galisteo.
LIABILITIES.
Santa Fe charged $156 for bringing
WANTED Customers to try our
him down here."
Repairing,
Capital stock paid in....$ 150,000 00
bread, pies, cakes, pastry of every
imDeputy Marshal Smith
Surplus fund
36,000 00
description
Ice cream,
delicious
and
Horse
mediate charge of the leper in AlbuUndivided profits, less exBe convinced that we supply the
querque and speaking of his experipenses and taxes paid. .
16,46114
be had In Albuquerque. New
best
to
Shoeing.
"1 fed him with a long
ence, said:
National Lank notes outEngland bakery, both 'phones, oppopole with a hook on the end of it. I
standing
150,000 00
Anthony Xydias,
site postofflce.
Due to other National
had two buckets, one for water and
proprietor.
banks
one for tea, and I would reach these
35.4C9 05
WANTED Gents' good second hand
. Due to State banks and
and his food in a paper bag into the
clothing, shoes and hats, S15 South
bankers
16,721 62
car by means of the stick.
First sireeL Call or address R. J
Individual deposits subject
"When I got here this morning I
Sweeney.
to check
982,012 67
came up town and I got some crutches
WANTED Five young men from Ber
Time certificates of deMr. Meehan got a
for my patient.
nalillo county at once to prepare for rxXXXXXXXX)COQCOCOC
posit
759,043 95
.Mexican and his wagon to haul him
positions In the government service,
Certified checks
2,644 60
over the line, but when he saw the
Apply to
Corres. Inst,
Cashier's checks outstandChinaman he balked. Then another
Cedar Rapids. Ia.
ing
28,839
45
one was gotten and he took the fellow
WANTED To buy or rent a second
United States deposits..! 148X'K2 34
Used In the Medical Department of the
over. We did not tell the driver what
hand fire proof safe. Address M
Deposits
U.
of
8.
disburswe had, but warned him to touch noth
office.
United States Army and Navy Service,
this
FOR FAMILY USE,
ing officers
4,55 79
lng and told him the Chinaman was
recognized as the purest stimulant in
CONVALESCENTS
MISCELLANEOUS.
hurt in a wreck.
AND INVALIDS.
market Recommended by the best
the
$2,329,860
51
Total
"I went with Mr. Meehan over the
$20 starts you in business. Week endTerritory of New Mexico, County of
medical authority In the land.
river to deport the man and we com
ing Julv 5. $20 made $96: week end
Bernalillo, ss:
pleted the job about 10 o'clock and 1
ing July 12, $20 made $11: week
I, Frauk McKee, cashier of the
now,
breathe freely
that I am rid of the
. .
ending July 19. $20 made $62. It
Sold exclusively by
bank, do solemnly swear
Job."
gives you a weekly Income. Patrons
above
Is
statement
true
the
to
that
the
Marshal Foraker and Deputy Smith
clear $40 to $200 per week. Our sys
best of my Knowledge and belief.
kept their movements thoroughly
tem perfect and no risk. We are the
FRANK McKEB, Cashier.
quiet as tbey feared the Texas health
oldest firm in the business. Being OJOCOOOOCOOCOCOOOC
Subscribed and sworn to before me
officers would Interfere.
in the racing business for ten years.
this 17th day of July, 1902.
Mr. Foraker came In yesterday and
Liquid Veneer, makes old furniture
F. RAYNOIJ3S.
Write at once for particulars, etc.
HERBERT
Our entire stock of colored par- - Q
not even the gentlemen from AlbuMetropolitan Turf Bureau. 935 Mar new.Notary Public.
Will put a brilliant, elastic, O
asols, the finest selection in the a
querque who are here in the Interests
ket street, room 14, San Francisco, transparent finish on any article of 0
Correct Attest :
O city, will be sold at cost and be-- B
of the territorial fair knew anything
JOSHUA S. RAYNOLDS.
Cal.
metar. For sale by Whitney O low.Golden" Rule Dry Goods C
about It.
CASH PAID for distributing samples. wood or
HERBERT F. RAYNOLDS,
O
O Company
'"i
..
Now the Interesting problem Is, what
A. B. McMILLEN,
Sen sump. American Distributer, Company and Other Albuquerque
will the Mexicans do with him?
OOOOOOnaODDDODOOOOO
Kansas City, Ma
Directors.
semi-annu-
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TOMORROW.

CONSECRATION

Albuquerque Hardware Company
Bui

Archbishop Peter Bourgade will be Assisted by Bishops Mat and
Granjon and Sixty PriesU.
..The consecration of Rev. J. B. Plta-va- l
to be auxiliary bishop of the diocese of Santa Fe will take place tomorrow morning at the cathedral, at

cere anabenerai nmaware
Cutlery, Guns and Ammunition.

the territorial capital, the ceremonies
to begin at 9 o'clock sharp. Tickets to
the consecration are on sale at the
office of Vicar General Anthony
r
and the cathedral. The
will be Most Rev. Peter Bourgade, archbishop of Santa Fe, assisted
by Right Rev. N. Mat, bishop of Denver, and Right Rev. H. Granjon, bishop
of Tucson. Between fifty and sixty
priests will take part in the ceremony,
coming from the dioceses of Santa Fe,
Denver and Tucson. A procession of
the clergy will be organized at 8:30
a. m. and will accompany the bishops
residence to
from the
the cathedral. Rev. H. Pouget, of East
Las Vegas, will preside at the organ.
On account of its ritual grandeur, the
consecration of a Catholic bishop can
not but make a deep Impression upon
all those who witness it, Irrespective
of creed or opinion.
Four-cheg-

u

conse-crato-

HERDERS
TUNERS

TCA1TC
1 XZ,L 1 O

WALL
WEDGE

AND WAGON COVERS.
AGENTS FOR SAVAGE RIFLES AND CARBINES.
120 WEST GOLD AVENUE.

JULY

24 1902
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CONSUflPTION
the most dreaded and deadly of all diseases, as well as pneumonia, and all
lung troubles are relieved at once and
cured by Ackers English Remedy "the
king of all cough cures." Cures coughs
and colds in a day 25 cents. Your
money back If dissatisfied. Write for
free sample. W, H. Hooker & Co.,
Buffalo N. Y. J. H. O Rlelly & Co.. and
B. H. Brlggs & Co
Bate Belli Aspirants.
Col. R. E. Twitchell is after the
scalps of the Albuquerque and Santa
Fe base ball teams. He has secured
the ball grounds for the season and
In a
8 getting a team togetoher.
short time Raton, Albuquerque and
Santa Fe will be Invited to meet their
doom like little men Los Vegas
Record, r

FABIR;

ALBERT

305 RAILROAD AVENUE, GRANT BUILDING
Headquarters for Carpets, Linoleum, Matting, Curtains, Blanket
House Furnishing Goods.

anal

8
A

It Takes the Best

of Values

Acker's Blood Elixer positively cures
chronic blood poisoning and all scrofu
lous affections. At all times a match
less, system tonic purifier. Money re
funded IE. you are not satisfied. 50c
TO INTEREST THE PUBLIC THESE WARM MIDSUMMER.
and $1. J. H. O'Reilly & Co. and B. H.
,
;
..
Brlggs ft Co.
DAYS, BUT WE ARE EQIAL TO THE OCCASION ANDJTHsV,
Manufacturers of
Mrs. E. R. Pellow, wife of former
L.
KIND OF PRICES Yod PlHO HERE IN JULY ALWAYS? :
manager of the local Harvey house, ar'
Sash, Doors, Mouldings, Store Fronts,
Mr.
MAKES THI8 STORE THE PROPER BUYING PLACE.
rived from Chicago last night.
Coming from Colorado.
'
Pellow. who is now manager of the
Office and Store Fixtures, Wood Turn
The Denver Republican says: Sev- Harvey
WE ARE SHOWING A MOST ELEGANT ASSORTMENT
house at Barstow, is expected
Catholic
local
of
members
the
eral
or
to
ing and Mill Work of all kinds
They
tonight.
leave
for
here
ALSO HAVE
clergy, besides a number of laymen to arrive
OF CARPETS, RUGS MATTING, LINOLEUM.
der. MAIL ORDERS SOLICITED,
will go to Santa Fe, N. M., to attend Barstow tomorrow.
S,
.SPLENDID VALUES IN HIGH ART DRAPERIES,
the consecration of Rev, Father Pita-vaTwenty
Years.
for
Bronchitis
Friday
which has been set for
COUCH ANND TABLE COVERS. .
Mrs.'Mlnerva Smith," of Danville, til..
morning at 8:30 o'clock. Father Pita-va- l
twenty
I
bronchitis
for
had
'
was formerly pastor at Aspen and writes?
Durango. He has just been chosen by years and never got relief until I used
Tar which ia a sure
the pope as auxiliary to Archhishop Foley's Honey andPharmacy.
cure.
Alvarado
Bourgade of the diocese of Santa Fe.
Several bishops from Colorado will
ESTABLISHED 1878
Brick, ' Swiss and American full
OLD RELIABLE'
be present at the consecration, among cream cheese, all 20c lb., at the San
dio
C.
of
Bishop
Mats
this
N.
them
la a most Important factor m the
Market.
cese. Besides the Mshop there tm go Jose
o
Jewelry worn, and beat results are
chanfrom Denver Rev. P. A. Phillips,
Returns of the
obtained from artistic designs and
cellor of the diocese: Rev. Henry Rob fight, Friday night, july 25, at Zeiger's
tasteful settings. Our rings, brooch-es- ,
inson vicar general; Rev. William Cafe. Accurate ring aide description
O'Ryan, Rev. Josepn r. uarrigan ana from a direct wire.
pins, etc, are of that high art
o
Father Malone. Father Servant will
and quality found only In Jewelry of
Fresh, potato chips. San Jose Mar
go from Silver Cliff, Father Dessaul-nle- r
the finest make.
from Central City and Father ket.
Carries th Larfaat
o
Flour, Grain
Rlvalller ifom Gienwood springs.
aS float BiUulv
Prescriptions.
Your
which
Stock at
presents
many
Among
other
Provisions.
and
way
fill
every
to
We are equipped la
StspleGrocerles
JEWELER.
Father Pitaval will receive is one from
loaad aaathWMt.
the priests of Denver, who are prepar- them with accuracy and dispatch;
Car lots a sraclalt y.
Watch Inspector A. T. ft S. F.
ing an elaborate chain and pectoral have had fifteen years experience in
and S. F. P. Railroads.
rrn
it (a heinz made in Denver and large retail stores together, with full
FARrt AND FREIGHT WAGONS.
will be a handsome testimonial. His course In pharmacy college; are regis
preVirginia
New
Ohio,
and
Durango
in
West
win
tered
parishioners
in
old
Albuquerque
Railroad Avenue
sent bira with a very line episcopal - Mexico. We solicit same. Page
Kpvprarnf the local clergy Btart- Voorhees, second door north of post
rlnoeu for Santa Fe last night and the re office. o
mainder will go today.
Fine fish, fresh Friday. San Jose
Although not pntlrplv unexnected
tho npu-- rallied from Rome yesterday Market.
that Rev. Father J. A. Keane, of Min
Klaui Rlarbamlth Khan.
neapolis had received the appointment
We have ODened a first class shoo at
Cheyof
bishopric
pope
the
to
from the
Copper avenue. We make
205
enne orontfA some Biirnrise in local horseWest
shoeing a specialty; also repair
who
had
priests
catholic circles. Two
U. S. DEPOSITORY
buggies and wagons, uive us a can.
i.
been mentioned and their names sub'
Orders from the outside solicited and v
BRACKETT & UO,
W.
L.
Depository for the Sartta Fe Pacific and the Atchison, To-pe-ka
mitted to Rome as candidates for the
o
pres
promptly attended to.'
hiifh nfflr were Father Yorke. at
Fresh catfish. San Jose Market.
and Santa Fe Railway Companies.
ant a cm loot in the citv. and Father
Staturna of tha
Robinson, vicar general. Father Yorke
$500,000.00
Albuquerque, N. M.206 West Gold Avenue,
Authorized Capital . . . f ,77777777.
rorolvnH the unanimous 8UDD0rt of the fight, Friday night, July 25, at Zeiger's
$200,000.00
profits
and
Paid up Capital, Surplus
priests of the diocese of Cheyenne for Cafe. Accurate ring side description
DIRECTORS:
from
a
wire.
direct
AND
one
OFFICERS
time tamer
the office, while at
-,
Robinson's name was strongly urged
Fresh, nectarines. San jose Market
Joshua S. Raynolds, president; M. W. Flournoy, vice preslfor the bishopric.
dent; Frank McKee, cashier;
,
-r ' .;
List Increasing.
- A" B.' McMillan.
Two Bottles Cured Him.
- - - Raynolds,
F.
l wax trmililert with kidaev COD1
'Numerous additions are being made
nlslni tnr almiit turn VPftrS." writes A. to subscribers list of the Colorado Tel
QUIOKEL & BOTHE, Proprietors
H. Davis, of Mt. Sterling, Iowa, "but- ephone and Telegraph company. Some
two bottles of Foley s Kianey jure ei- of the latest are Blanchard Meat and
fected a permanent cure." Aivaraua Supply company, F. H. Mitchell. S '
Pharr-:?.cVann & Son, Al Coleman, S.nger SewWatson .H
Ins: Machine company,
Thanks.
of
rirrii
Downs, Vendome hotel, New England
t rvta nt Henrv Fisher deceased. bakery, v M. Bowdish, A. A. Durgin
All errors of vision scientifically
wish to thank the laries of the Ladies Emil Klelnwort.
FINEST WHISKIE8, IMPORTED A DOMESTIC WINES ft COGNAC
Higniana
Society
of the
Home Mission
8. T. VANN, DOCTOR OF OPTIC8.
The Coolest and Highest Grade of Lager served.
Methodist Episcopal cuurcn, tne
Fresh salmon. San Jose Market.
wn.h
nf the Ancient Order of United
Finest and Best Imported and Domestlo Cigars
8. VANN & 80N, JEWELERS.
nemlnar hn now a laree Ice nl&nt
Workmen and the local order or ran
for the kindness re ana electric iignc system unoer con
rnaii
0eKO0eX0eK0KM00O
ceived In my late bereavment. 1 aiso tract
hank the loral railroad employes for
tK0K)0OtKOSKXOtKOMfX
Tomatoes 12 M,c lb. San Jose Mar
the flowers contributed.
ket.
MRS. JENNIE r lSiTC.it,
Have you seen that blue enafflelefa
a n Rasa of Moreantown. Ind.. had
to get up ten or twerve times in the steel ware at the Albuquerque Hard
ware company's store. It Is the most
night and had severe i.acnacne uuu
nalns in the kidneys. Was cured by beautiful and. ornamental ware ever
Native and Chicago Lumber.
Folev's Kidney Cure. Alvarado Phar seen In Aljuquerque.
o
macy.
Our fancy coffee business for 1901 reached the snug amount of 10,000
AL"AV,;7o.
Fresh dressed springs, dressed tur Sherwin-WilliaBuilding
pounds. We wish to double that In 1902. and in order to do so we are
A Coming Wedding.
keys and hens at the San Jose Market
PLASTXtt
DOORS.
BLINDS,
I
t
ASH,
Rwtt
Wears
Lone
8
Twtka
rw.n Xfnra
offering the very best grades of coffee on the market at 40 cents per
On Tuesday afternoon, August 5, at
I LIMK, CKMKKT,
GLASS, PAINT, KtO
Measure
I
Full
Bring'
Koonomical
your
It
aloet
Kaneat
In
have
and
tinware
in
brother
pound. We are sole agents for CHASE 4 SANBORN'S celebrated Seal
the home of the bride's
sas City. Miss Jessie Marie McMillan repaired. Albuquerque Hardware com'
First 3trect and Lead Avenue, Albuquerque.
Brand and Club House. We also have a full line of blended coffees
Benton Stroup, the pany.
Andrew
Prof.
and
at prices to suit from 20 cents up. Our 35 cent blend we consider equal
eWtpri suDerlntendent of
nswiii
H1 ho married. Miss Mc
.....
to the most of the .40 and 41 cent grades offered by the trades.
t a hnw
ii
union iivori hero for three years and
As to teas. Everyone knows that we keep the very best to be had
..v,. in tha nnhlfp schools. Both
SIMON BALLING, Proprietor.
.
In the territory.
have many frienda who will rejoice in
Successor to Balling Bros.
happiness.
their
SIMPLE IND CLUB R001
Wedding : Oake : a : Specialty
Kin False Claims.
214 W. Railroad Ave
Tk nrnnrlntnn Of FnlPV'S HOneT
We desire patronage, and we
Finest
and Tar do not advertise this as doa
guarantee firs' class baking.
Whiskies,
"sure cure for consumption." They
JOSEPH BAKNETT, Prop.
Albuquerque, N. M
Brandies,
not claim it will cure this dread com 207 8. First street.
120 W. Railroad Are., Albuquerque.
Wines, etc.
plaint In advanced cases, Dut ao positively assert that it will cure In the
J.
earlier stages and never fails to give
DetJer te
Knmrnri imi rpllpf in the worst cases.
Residence, Automatic 'Phone 299
Automatic 'Phone No. 516.
without
is
Honey
Tar
and
Foley's
No. 115.
Telephone
ana
Bell
greatest
iuu
tnroai
doubt the
remedy. Refuse substitutes. Alvarado
A
(Incorporated)
Pharmacy.
George W. Knaebel, a prominent at
AVENUE,
tornpv of San ta Fe. who has been tran 206 WEST RAILROAD M.
II.
AwBUQUf
R3UE.
past
city
the
in
the
sacting business
few days, returned home last nigni.
Wool, Hides,
Sound kidneys are safeguards of life
the kidneys healthy wltn r oiey
Make
212 W. Railroad Avenue.
I
Kidney cure. Alvarado Pharmacy.
We handle
The finest line of Liquors and Cigars
A letter received at this office the
K. C. Baking Powder,
dav from CaDtaln Jack ciawiora All patrons and friends cordially invitnthor
Navajo Blankets,
to visit "The Iceberg." Lunch Is
LOCAL UNDERTAKER 8ANTA FE PACIFIC RAILROAD.
the poet scout at San Marcial. has ed
every
served
day.
Edwards,
Curtice Canned Goods,
W.
J.
to
over
been turned
STEVE BALLING.
Colorado Lard and Meats.
iki nron.l Armv commander. It con
Proprietor.
entertainment
cerns another
city.
in
this
I
IS I
IS I
Houeee at
EAKIN
MELINI
&
Failed
Have
Whan Other Medicines
ALBUQUERQUE, N. M. EAST LAI
SHIP YOUR' PELTS TO
has WHOLE8ALE LIQUORS. CIG..6
Tito Fo1pv' Klrinev Cure. Itdisap
VEGAS, N. M, AND GLOR-- I
BROS. & CO
BEARRUP
cured when everything else has
ETA, N. M.
We kindle everything In our line
pointed. Alvarado Pharmacy.
Distillers Agents
E. L. Washburn, the Second street
clothier, believes in taking a rest from Special distributors Taylor ft Willla
LouisTllle, Kentucky
business cares once in a while, and
Albuquerque, New Mexico.
last night be left for his old home in 111 S. First St, Albuquerque, N. U
Massachusetts. He will be absent
aliout a month, and while away he will
R. P. HALL, Proprietor
B. A. SLEYSTER.
purchase the fall and winter stock of
WE DO CUSTOM TANNING OF
goods for bia store.
HIDES, SKINS AND FURS.
INSURANCE,
ACCIDENT
Iroo and B a; Castings: Ore, Coal and Lumber Cart; Shaftings, Pulley"
Foley's Kidney Cure purifies the
FIRE INSURANCE,
First-claGrade iars. Babbit Metal; Columns and Iron Fronts for Bulldtegs;
work done and satisfaction guaranteed
REAL ESTATE,
blocd by straining out Impurities and
NOTARY PUBLIC.
tones up the whole system. Cures kidRepairs on Mining ad Mill Machinery a Spec laity.
Please write us for prices.
ney and bladder troubles. Alvarado R00M3 12 14, CROMWELL BLOCK.
'
ALBUQUERQUE,
N.
RAILROAD
TRACK,
SIDE
X.
FOUNDRY
Pharmacy,
Automatic Telephone 174.
arch-episcop-

ALBUQUERQUE

PI AN1 NG MILL Co

403 SOUTH FIRST STREET.
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Notes from Correspondents
?I23
ness principles. Col. Twitehell Is the
I manager,
and has brought the na
Batch of Personal Paragraphs from the tional sport to the successful concluCapital of San Miguel
sion here. Ed McWenle will be the
captain and practicing will begin this
County.
evening.
It 19 estimated that It will
Special Correspondence.
launch the team,
$250
take
about
Vejras,
July 23. At the party with an Imported tobattery, and a subLas
given by Mrs. John Robblns last night scription list has been raised that will
Mrs. J. A. Dick won the ladies' first bring In a monthly income of over
prise and Mrs. J. A. La Rue the con- $200. Las Vegas will now take her
solation. M. V. Browne took the hon- proper position as a patron or the naors for the gentlemen anl W. C. Reld tional game and will have a team
the consolation. The game played was which will be made a winner.
six handed euchre, there being seven
George E. Roe, division freight and
tables. Miss Robblns was assisted by passenger agent for the Santa Fe at
Splendid re- El Faso. Is In the city talking about
several young ladies.
freshments were Bervcd and a delight- wool rates for the territory.
ful evening was spent by the gueBts
W. B. Twitehell loaded up his prospresent
pector's outfit and left this morning
B. C. Pittlnger left this afternoon for for Glorieta, where he will pick over a
Braril, Ind., where he was called by rPW mru
the Illness of his mother. He will be A nun,ber of the local gun club
about ten days.
thusiasts have received word from the
Conductor Charles Stevenson will territorial fair management at
his run tomorrow after an ex- - 01iprml(, that there will nrobablv be a
tended vacation.
gun shooting contest thpre this fall
Twenty of ths forty cars of the Bel-e- during the fair. A number of our
wool shipment to the
sports will go down If such is the
plant have arrived.
case.
s
Mrs. Uptegrove is here from
Mrs. H. A. Hannon, wife ot the yard
C.
family
of
F.
Jones.
visiting the
master, is on the sick list.
Dr. Epperson, the St. Louis electric
Cut this out and take it to all drugstreet car man who has the contract
gists and get a box of Chamberlain's
for the construction of the trolley
not arrive until on No. 1 today. Stomach and Liver Tablets. The best
Accomnanvinar him were some assist physic. They also correct disorders of
ants. Dr. Epperson says the field is the stomach, Price 25 cents.
clear now and the work will begin at
KENNEDY CAMP.
once on the line.
Jesus Armljo was brought down from Interesting Notes from the "Big Town"
Mora under arrest for pasturing 150
on the Santa Fe Central.
goats on the Peco3 river forest reserve and brought before Commission- Special Correspondence.
Kennedy, July 22. Kennedy is on
er Buak:r today. The trial will be
the postofflce list now, it being establater.
Edward Sporleicr and W. Bell send lished last Saturday with Otto L. Rice
In word today frcm their camp up on as postmaster.
The telegraph line Is completed from
the Rio Ca3a that they have a trout
that weighs three and a half pounds. Santa Fe here. Orrln McCowan is
Furthermore, they took a picture of holding this end of the line down and
the menster anl they say the "camera reports considerable business being
doe? net prevaricate."
done. Orrln Is also operating for the
City Marshal Curtright had a before Postal Telegraph company.
The telegraph outfit and linemen
breakfast th'a morning. He received
word thct som? fellow was down in were ordered to the town of TorTruder's Eskon who Insisted In owning rance, from which station they will
the place. When th3 marsnal arrived proceed as fast as poesible to complete
the fellow, who was gloriously drunk, the line the full length of the railstarted to run. He was overtaken and road.
brought to the ground by a vigorous
We had a nice shower here Sunday
uppercut and taken to jail. He refuses evening and dark clouds are still hangto give his name, but is the fellow who ing over the mountains. Every one is
was selling the wire pants' hangers getting prepared for the August rains.
here yesterday.
Senator W. H. Andrews spent a day
The Infantry company were out for looking over Ills new road and reports
a drill last night and made a circuit of everytnlng moving in first clase
rhape.
the two towns.
C. L. Harris, who has been sick the
J. E. Saint spent a day in camp last
past few weeks with typhoid fever is week.
Tranquilllno Armljo of Albuquerque,
able to sit up.
Fred Fornoff, deputy United States clcrklns In commissary here, arriving
marshal, and George LAngenourg, ine in camp Saturday,
forest inspector, came in last evening Painters are kept busy painting roofs
from their Porvenir trip.
0f the stations and commissaries
Salome Garcia, sheriff of Union coun aiong me uue,
ty, brought down Joseph Davis to the
Camp No. 1 has moved several miles
asylum for insane yestetday after, nearer Santa Fe. Everything prowas
at
committed
noon. He
ordered
gressing fine.
the last term of court there.
yesSaves a Woman's Life.
The hearing before Judge Mills
To have given up would have meant
terday afternoon of the case of Harry
W. Lee to decide his sanity resulted death for Mrs. Lois Cragg, of Dorchesin his being committed to the asylum. ter, Mass. For years she bad endured
untold misery from a severe lung trouHe comes from Chaves.
It is told here that two children by ble and obstinate cough. "Often," she
the name of Medina were drowned in writes, "I could scarcely breathe' and
the river at Trementina last Saturday sometimes could not speak. All docnight. The story says the children tors and remedies failed till I used Dr.
were In the house with their mother King's New Discovery for Consumption
and a baby, when the storm and water and was completely cured." Sufferers
came, and that the mother took the from coughs, colds, throat and lung
baby up and ran, leaving the children trouble need this grand remedy, for it
never disappoints. Cure is guaranteed
who were drowned.
Mrs. George Chaves, who has been by all druggists. Price 50 cents and
quite ill, has so far recovered so as $1. Trial bottle free.
o
to allow of her removal to El Porvenir
THE GEM CITY.
to recuperate.
Rev. H. J. Powell, pastor of the First Socorro Done Up in Interesting Local
Baptist church in Albuquerque, stopParagraphs.
ped over for a short visit with Rev.
Special Correspondence.
Bourne today.
Socorro, N. M., July 23. May &
L. T. Laldley, the enumerator for the
,
Gazetteer, has finished up his job here Vunkei-- the city livery men, sent to
copper district, near San Aca-cinew
the
days
for
couple
a
of
In
and will leave
in this county, a party of eastern
Trinidad, where he will go with a nummining men, who have been attracted
ber of friends on a camping trip.
there by the recent reported rich copMrs. S. C. Edwards, left this
for Foit Atkinson. Wis., where per finds.
A. Clarldy, associated with the Alshe wll make an extended visit.
Tomorrow morning at 8:30 will oc- len hotel, Magdaiena, passed through
cur the marriage of Susan Orrtiz to Socorro on his way to El Paso. Rumor
Miss Margarita Maes. The ceremony has it that Al is attracted that way by
other than ordinary buEness reasons.
will be performed at the cathedral.
A goodly number of our citizens are
Mrs. Belardy and Miss Martinez, of
Watrous, arrived here this afternoon
SUMMER ADVICE.
wedding toto attend the
morrow morning.
By One Who Knows.
Mrs. Frank Manzanares, Jr., left this
Keep cool in hot weather.
afternoon for Log Angeles, where she
"How?"
will make a few weeks' visit with her
By eating Grape-Nutevery day.
mother, Mrs. Henrlquez.
Rats!"
An election of a captain by the inNo, not rats, but a good, sound fact
last night that
fantry company was
thousands make dally use of.
unanimous
in
the
and resulted
Grape-NutIs a predlgested
food
who
Costa,
Da
R.
A.
Captain
of
which makes digestion easy.
Captain
resignation.
had sent in his
It gives the nourishment without the
De Costa has been a most efficient of- internal heat caused by heavy carbon
regeneral
adjutant
ficer, and the
aceous foods.
quested htm to withdraw his resignaYou can feel from ten to twenty de
harkeep
tion, which he did today to
grees cooler than your neighbor when
mony in the company.
you eat proper food that does not overD. R. Hunt has resigned as assistthe stomach.
ant postmaster in the postofflce on the taxGrape-Nutis made from certain
west side aud Mrs. Herbert Romero parts of the grain
and by mechanical
Mr. Hunt will
will yll the vacancy.
Au- process the starches are changed into
of
first
Chicago
the
about
for
leave
graptt sugar in the same manner as
gust.
me stomach would do in the nrst act
a
and
number
Lucero
Petrolino
Mrs.
digestion.
of
Vlllanueva
from
in
came
of relatives
phosphates of the cereals are
The
Mr.
of
remains
took
the
yesterday and
retained In Grape-Nutand these and
Lucero home last night at G o'clock.
the grape sugar supply the necessary
There were five carriage loads accomnourishment to body, brain and nerve
panying the remains. Mr. Lucero was
55 years of age and will be buried to- centers.
Grape-Nutis a concentrated food
morrow morning.
are giving strength, vitality and coolness
Plums and apples, home grown, marto tne body and energy and clearness
coming In plenteously on the local
to the brain, in place of the heavy,
now.
ket
sluggish, diaggy feeling
s
and
Dodge
caused ly
P.
B.
at
boy
fine
a
Is
It
potatoes, etc.
meat,
happy.
Is
company
the Armour
Another point.
Rpv Norman Skinner and wife will
It is thoroughly cooked at the fac
leave Saturday for an outing at Blake's tory
by food experts and saves you the
ranch.
An enthusiastic number of base ball trouble..
You get it from the grocer and by
or mm. k.
enthusiasts met at the ottlce organized
adding cream, it is ready to serve.
E. Twitehell last night and
No hot stove, no cross cook, no loss
base ball club to
a
represent las Vegas. The games will of time or edition as with other food
Its crisj) taste with the cWlicate
lipr!n at once, probably next Sunday.
Fine dark blue uniforms with maroon sweet of the grape sugar makes It
stockings have been ordered and the pleasing to the palate of tne most crlt
team will be one of the best equipped leal epicure.
The recipe liook In each package of
anA Rtroneest financially in the terri
gives many pleasing pud
tory. It Is proposed to have regular Grape-NutSunday base ball with tne uesi teams dings, salads, entrees and desserts
that can be made.
that can be secured, rne uaynoius
field has been arranged for and the or - Worth a trial and a package will
ganlzation will bo run on strictly busl- prove it.
"MEADOW CITY."
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yet at the resorts In the mountains
near the city and all reports are that
they are having a Jolly time. No place
along the White range can boast of
more pretty and Inviting spots for summer outing than here.
Rains have fallen along the Rio
Grande valley above and below us. In t
In the Immediate vicinity of Socorro
tains have been very light. However,
as long as the farms and orchards have
plenty the city has. No complaint.
R. B. Thomas, the portly smelter
man of Cerrlllos, spent the day here
yesterday.
Rumor has it that Jose Torres, a saloon man of the city. Is quietly at work
to secure the republican nomination
for sheriff at the coming election.
Sheriff Blacklngton has not t given his consent to make the race for reelection. The doctor Is a good officer
nnd deserves what he asks for. Should
he conclude not to make the race the
party cannot afford to place in nomination any man who Is not equally popular In all parts of .ae county.
W. N. Bailey, George H. Brewer and
A. W. Cavanaugh. all good people of
Albuquerque, are among the visitors
to the city today.
alter E. Locke will be married in
this city soon to an El Paso lady.
many friends will no doubt be glad
to hear of hia good fortune.
C. T. Brown received this week the
patent from the government for some
of his richest Black Range mining
property and Immediately left for the
mlneF, where he will push work on the
same.
He was accompanied by H.
Howell, a graduate of the school of
mines, this year.
M. W. Jones, the soap king of Oma
ha. Neb., has been visiting the local
towns of the valley this week. Mr.
Jones speaks very highly of the orchards along the valley and wonders
where so much fruit will find market,
but he was told Socorro's brandy dis
tilleries would look after that.
The erroneous report sent out that
Socorro's water supply was effected by
the long dry spell will appear all the
more ridiculous when it is known that
our supply comes from hot springs in
the mountains, which is never effected
by surface conditions. Our water plant
is owned by the city and behind such
reports is seen poli.ics, but as our
present city administration was elected on
lines it is hard to
fix the party to blame, as none of the
local politicians are accused of using
and fabulous amount of water anyway.
"I am using a box of Chamberlain's
Stomach and Liver Tablets and find
them the best thing for my stomach I
ever used," says T. W. Robinson, jus
tice of the peace, Loomls, Mich. These
tablets not only correct disorders of
the bowels but regulate the liver and
bowels. They are easy to take and
pleasant in effect. Price 25 cents per
box. For sale by all druggists.
Wal-ly'- s

non-partisa- n

J

i

A

J.
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Albuquerque Abstract Company

The dealer who offers a substitute
for " Favorite Prescription " does so to
gain the little more profit paid on the
sale of leu meritorious medicines. His
profit is your loss, therefore accept no
substitute.
Dr. Pierce's Common Sense Medical
Adviser sent free on receipt of stamps
to cover expense of mailing only.
Send ai one-cestamps for the
book in paper covers; or 31 stamps for
the cloth-boun- d
volume. Address Dr.
R. V. Pierce. Buffalo. N. Y.

Next Door to First National Bank.
New Telephone 222.

WINES! WINES!

Tne Prevailing Fad.
For the occult, the mythical and tae
astrological, has inspired a clever designer to utilize the idea by producing
a series of twelve unique and beautiful
designs for birthday pillows. Zodiacal
sign, the ruling planet, the gem to be
worn, the appropriate flower, the astral
colors and a jingling rhyme referring
thereto, all well arranged and tinted in
colors, ready to embroider. Price for
top and back, 65 cents, at the Economist.

We have just received a car of first class wines, the best and
est product of California, consisting of
TOKAY, SHERRY, ANGELICA,

Str.tehood cigars, two for 25 cents.

MUSCATEL,

HOCK, JOHANNiSBERGER,

MALAGA,

PORT,

fin-

CATAWBA,'

RIESLING,

RUDES-HEIME-

ZINFANDEL, SAUTERNE, GUTEDEL,

4

CABINET AND BURGUNDY.
In quarts and pints and which we will offer for the present month at
close prices to make room for another car which will arrive next
month. Also above wine In barrel lots at prices which we are euro
will suit parties who wish first class goods.

BACHECHI

livery.

107

Imperial Laundry
Back of Postoffice.

The Union

and

B.

after a trial, that our work is superior
enough to make it worth your while to
have us get your next favor.
?e
launder in accordance with the most
approved
methods to per
fection. We're experts in laundering
dress shirts, collars " and cuffs our
specialty. Goods called for, done up
in Al style, and delivered with neatness and dispatch. And our charges
are very moderate.

109 S.

GIOMI

&

First Street,

Albuquerque,

New Mexico.

RUPPE,
PRESCRIPTIONS

!

Mutual Telephone 143.
Albuquerque.

Railroad Avenue and Second Street.

Belen Roller Mills
AND
ELEVATOR

Market

207

West Gold Avenue.

I

was Inflicted.

'
IJ

WW. GOETTINQ

CO, Proorietoro,

All kinds of Fresn Meats handled.
Fowler's Sausage making a specialty.
Extract of Wild Strawberry.
Cures
dysentery, diarrhoea, seasickness,
nausea. Pleasant to take. Perfectly
'
g
g
IS IT
harmless.
cToUDCROFT

travelers.

eCe0C00

OeKoe0

Harry's Body Shipped East Tax Val
uation Attempted Jail De-

A boon to

'

i -- I

MANAGER OP

through the long: month before baby
came and I have a big, strong baby girl, the
moil healthy of the three, and it cured me of a
disease which was taking away all my strength."

o

Several camping parties are making
preparation for trips on the I'pper Gila
as soon as the rainy season is over.
L. C. Parker a few Jays ano received
a well boring machine and has started
to work boring for water on his ranch
above town.
It Is his intention, if
possible, to secure an artesian flow of.
water which he will use for Irrigating
and other purposes.

1884.)

ABSTRACTS OF TITLE TO BERNAI ILLO COUNTY REAL ESTATE AND MINING PROPERTY FURNISHED PROMPTLY. WILL
INSURE YOUR PROPERTY IN BE8T COMPANIES AT LOWEST
RATE8. HOUSES RENTED. RENTS COLLECTED. TAXES .'AID
AND ENTIRE CHARGE TAKEN OF PROPERTY FOR RESIDENTS

FROM SILVER CITY.

Special Correspondence.
Silver City. N. M.. July 23 The body
of J. C. Harry, who was struck by a
bolt or lightning last Saturday and
killed, was shipped to his relatives in
Missouri last evening.
The remains
were accompanied to the depot by the
members or local lodges of Elks and
Knights of Pythias, of wuich he was
a member.
Grant County Assessor Gillett has
made a computation of the assessed
valuation of the property In this city.
and while the mining Industries have
fallen off considerable this year the
figures make a better showing than in
1SJ01. The total valuation in 1901 was
$2,748,917 and this year ,ae assessor
returns a valuation of $2,815,174.
A couple of Mexican prisoners con
fined in the county jaildecided to make
themselves scarce in that locality last
week and attacked the guard, Jim
Dickenson, in the corridors of the jail.
One of them got a shovel and a lively
time was had for several minutes and
they were about to overpower the
guard when two or three of the other
prisoners came to his assistance and
they were forced Into their cells and
locked up. Dickenson, the guard, was
somewhat bruised In several places,
but not seriously injured. They are
now doing some good hard work on the
wood pile and will undoubtedly be kept
there for some time to come.
A shooting scrape occurred on the
Upper Gila last Saturday, In which
Pliny Burdlck shot a cowboy In his employ in the chest. It seems that both
of them had been drlnkine some and
quarreled on their way from the hot
springs to the ranch, a few miles above.
Burdlck came into Silver City and
gave himself up to the officers Sunday
and gave bond for his appearance later. It Is stated that the cowboy. .Tud
Neal, who was shot. Is not seriously
injured and that only a flesh wound

(ESTABLISHED

Real Estate,
Fire Insurance,
Loans

Anxious thoughts sometimes perplex
the wife who sees maternity before her.
If she is treadinjr an untried path, she
sometimes frets herself into a nervous
condition which is injurious and prostrating. If motherhood has already been
a painful experience she is apt to shrink
from the coming trial and by her very
mental anxiety increase the., possibility
of her suffering.
There is no cause for anxiety for those
prospective mothers who use Dr. Pierce's
Favorite Prescription.
It tranquilizea
the nerves, encourages the appetite, induces refreshing sleep and produces
mental cheerfulness as well as physical
vigor. It gives strength and muscular
elasticity so that the baby's advent is
practically painless. It is the best tonic
for nursing mothers.
"I am to thankful for what Dr. Pierce'i Favorite Prescription ha done for me," write Mr.
John T. Smith, of Slocan, Brit. Col., Box 50. "It
helped me

YOU'LL BE CONVINCED

M. flOORE
r

nil

II
r

WM.

Dr.

When you want to Jbuy Flour and Bran, or want to sell
Wheat, write to

j
yk

Telephone Service

3
The Roof Garden of the Southwest.
The season at ClouJcroft will open 8
O
YOU WANT?
on June 1, the lodge, dining hall and
unQUICK
having
H
lunch counter
been placed
AND RELIABLEI
der the able management of the popular hotel proprietor and manager, Geo.
Waterman.
Q THE COLORADO TELEPHONE x
The fame of Clouderoft as the premReceivs Prompt Attention
ier summer resort of the southwest Q
kND TELEGRAPH CO.
g Mailorders
has been heralded far and wide, and
Pure Light Brahma Eggs for Hatching
patrons may rest assured its reputa- OOOOOOCXXXXXXXDOOOOOOOOOOOO
Flr-t
Albuqueraue.' Nw MesJca.
Street
501 North
tion will not be allowed to suffer this
year. Extensive Improvements have
been made in the way of accommodations and out door as well as indoor
Flour, Feed, ProvUlons. Hay
amusements and entertainment.
For a booklet regarding Clouderoft.
CHAS. MAUSARD, Prop.
and Qraln.
or further Information regarding this
summer resort, call on nearest coupon
Imported French and Italian
ticket agent, or address,
DEALERS IN

B PALMER.
J.
Hay, Grain, Staple and Taney Groceries.

Mausard's Mills,

A. N. BKOWN,
G. P. A., E. .
I. Route,
P.-R-

El Paso, Texas.

Deming has just been Incorporated
Keep your eye

Ou

t

Deming.

The Largest and Best
Mill in New Mexico
FLOUR

AND BhAN IN CARLOAD
LOTS A SPECIALTY.
Albuquerque.
New Mexico

...

Toti & Gradi

Qoods.

GROCERIES

AND

rree

Telephone t47.

IIODORS.
deUyery to

Sole
1 1

stents for Saa Antonio Lime.

parts of the city.

til

.

118,

an North

Third Street
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Collins and the list of speakers

IVailro&d Topics
A. E. Powell, of

this city, route agent here last Tuesday afternoon by special
of the
Express company, train. Dr. C. G. Crulckshank, who was
In
is
Santa Fe checking up the local In Albuquerque, came in with the offi
office.
cials.
Several of our representative citi
Jack Lehan, a machinist In the Las
Vegas shops, has resigned his position zens were at tne station to confer with
at the bench and lathe and will go up the visitors and express their views
concerning the needs of the town in
to La Junta, Colo,
way of new passenger and freight
John Lees, a boilermaker at the the
They were cordially received
Las Vegas shops who accidentally ran depots.
by Mr. Cain and the advantages and
a file Into his knee cap, la able to hob- disadvantages
of the old site in comble around on crutches with difficulparison with the one on the opposite
ty.
side of the Harvey house, as well as
Conductor Dick Hays has resumed the advisability of erecting a separthe Las Vegas hot springs run for the ate building for the handling of freight
summer. Conductor W. F. Fugate is were energetically discussed.
This
again punching pastboard between Las point Is still under advisement by the
Vegas and La Junta.
officials, but we have the assurance
The Santa Fe railway has granted that work will soon begin on a more
reduced rates from Tlnldad south from commodious and modern structure
all points in New Mexico, for the con- than the one recently destroyed by
secration of Bishop J. B. Pitaval at fire.
Mr. Cain graciously referred to the
Santa Fe on Friday.
efforts of the San Marcial peounited
Myrick;
Gallup
shop,
of the
Jack
ple to save the property of the comwho was so severely hurt last week, is pany during the recent fire, which had
able to be about, though he still com- been reported to him In very compliplains of severe paina shooting mentary terms by Superintendent Mc
through his shoulders.
Nally. It was plain to be seen that
Charles Vidal bought the entire lot every member of the party Is a friend
to i.ie town, and that all were anxious
of unclaimed packages at the
auction at Gallup for $136. The that the new buildings should be a,
sale was conducted by the traveling credit to the railroad and consistent
agent, Mr. Summers.
with the growing Importance of the
in population and business. San
Fifteen copper and gold claims In town
the Zunl mountains belonging to Santa Marcial Bee.
Fe Pacific employes, have been bonded
Need More Help.
for $125,000 for three months. A fororgans of digesOften the
feit has been put up.
tion cry out for help by dyspepsia's
The railway company Is placing In ilns, nausea, diiriness, headaches,
the machine shops at Alamogordo an- iver complaints, bowel disorders. Such
horse power boiler, troubles call for prompt use of Dr.
other seventy-fivthis will give additional and mere sat- King's New Life Pills. They are gen
isfactory power for running the large tle, thorough and guaranteed to cure
25 cents at drug stores.
number of machines In this plant.
A corps of surveyors of the Colo- "Qulen Saba" Clubto Go via the Union
rado & Gulf (Durango & Clifton) railPacific.
about
road are at work on Blue river,
General Agent Griffin, of the Union
forty miles north of Clifton. v Coking
coal has been found on the line be- Pacific, has been notified that that road
tween Fort Defiance and the San Juan has been selected as one of the lines' of
the official route picked out by the
river.
of the
An eastern railroad company has "Qulen Sabe" club, comprised
and
Mexico
New
Paso,
lodges
from
El
sleepnew
equipped
with
ten
just been
representing the southwest,
ing cars designed and furnished for Arizona,meeting
of the grand lodge, B.
the
the special accommodation of women. to
P. O. E., at Salt Lake City, 't he Santa
The cars are the longest in the ser- Fe
will be used to Denver. From there
feet six
vice, measuring seventy-fivthe Union Pacific will be used, and the
Inches.
Rio Grande returning. The
Denver
Mrs. G. P. Tillson, who had been at club Is coming In full ranchero suits
Las Vegas several days visiting her and outfit secured from Old Mexico.
husband, who is at the Santa Fe hos- The leader's outfit Is valued at $1,000.
pital, returned to her home in Topeka
The committee, L. T. Bryant, J. H.
with her son. She will dispoose of Adams, George Ogden and J. J. Sheritheir property there and return to Las dan, give the following itinerary: "Our
Vegas, where they will live in future. train will leave El Paso, 'lexas, at 9:15
J. Stanley Brown, a son in law and p. m. August 7; Albuquerque 8:30 a.
secretary of the late PresidentGarfleld, m. August 8, arriving at Colorado
has been appointed assistant to resi- Springs at 6:40 a. m. August 9. Leave
dent Baldwin, of the Long Island rail Colorado Springs 1 p. m. August 9, arroad. J or a number of years Mr. Brown rive Denver 3:15 p. m. August 9. stop
was assistant secretary of the Union at Denver until 1 p. m. August 10,
Pacific railway and secretary to E. H. when our cars are to be attached to
Hariman, chairman of the Union Pa- the 'Elks Special' train, stop to be
made at Cheyenne, Wyo., sufficient
cific board of directors.
J. K. Hartline, working In the Gallup time to give greetings to our Wyoming
'shops of the Santa Fe Pacific Railroad brothers." Denver Republican.
comDanv. met with a painful accident
STERILIZED BARBER SHOP.
While grinding
the other morning.
working
was
some toels with which he
A Famous Shop In the Carrollton Hohis left hand was carried under the
tel at Baltimore, Md.
grindstone and the fingers thereof
shop in the Carrollton
barber
The
were badly lacerated, the third finger hotel at Baltimore sterilizes everybeing nearly severed from the hand thing it uses in the shop. The sterilHe is about. bit it will be several izing Is done by heat. The towels,
weeks before he will have the use of the razors, the strops, the soap, the
his hand.
combs and brushes are all sterilized
The track and property used by the before being used on a customer.
Santa Fe railroaw from Chicago to Where there Is no sterilization, have
the Pacific coast are now owned and the barber use Newbro's Herpiclde.
controlled by one company. A cir- It kills the dandruff germ and it Is an
cular has been issued announcing the antiseptic for the scalp and for the
purchase of the Santa Fe Pacific ana face after shaving. All leading barthe San Francisco & San Joaquin Val- - bers everywhere appreciate these poIpv mads, which will hereafter be tent facts about Herpiclde and they
onerated as the coast line of the At use it "Destroy the cause, you rerhlson. ToDeka & Santa Fe road. It move the effect."
was stated In President Ripley's of
"Jag Artists."
fice that the change was one made for
Four beautiful jags got off No. 1 tothe purpose of simplifying the management and the bookkeeping. It was day and disgusted the crowd at the
asserted that the Santa Fe previously depot with a few antics. They were
La3 Vegas
owned all of the stock and bonds of tound for Albuquerque.
th two comoanles and that the pur Record.
If the Las Vegas "jag artists" get
chase meant simply the passing of title
too gay in this city, it is a safe bet to
by deed.
make that City Marshal McMillin and
Conductors Strike Gold. J. W, his lieutenants will have them in the
Stough, of Argentine, Is in receipt of city bastile before they become too
a letter from William Nasn and J. r. thoroughly disgusting to decent peoFoster, who are at Baker, Idaho, in the ple.
'luunder Mountain district, stating
that they had staked on three claims Summer complaint is unusually prewhich were producing gold quartz pay- valent among children this season. A
well developed case In the writer's
ing $400 to $00 a ton. Nash and Fos- family
was cured last week by the
ter are Santa Fe conductors on a three
use of Chamberlain's Colic', Chomonths' leave of absence, who were timely
and Diarrhoea Remedy one of
grubstaked by Stough and eleven other lera best
patent medicines manufacturArgentine business men. The claims the
and which is always kept on hand
are forty miles from the Dewey mine. ed
at the home of ye scribe. This Is not
Intended as a free puff for the compa.
boilermaker
The
Work,
Strikers at
ny, who do not advertise with us, but
a
on
strike
out
went
who
apprentices
to benefit little sufferers who may not
BernarSan
at
with the boilermakers
be within easy access of a physician.
dino went out to Banning, cal.. where No family should be without a bottle
apricots
cutting
they all have positions
of this remedy in the house, especially
for a dryer. They will make $2 per In summer time. Lansing. Iowa, Jourthe nal. For sale by all druggists,
day while a v. siting a settlement ofpureo
strike. They are out of their Jols
ly in sympathy with the boilermaker
Vermont Democrat Meet.
they
Is
made
settlement
Burlington, Vt., July 24. Democrats
and when the
will be taken care of by the strikers, of Vermont assembled in state convenany
union.
belong
to
as they do not
tion here today and were called to order by R. S. Chllds, of Brattleboro. A
Absent Minded Clerk but Deter- full state ticket is to be named. Indimined. Grant Webster, a clerk in the cations point to the selection of F. W.
office of General Storekeeper Hilton, McGettrick, of St. Albans as the guwho left last week for his summer va- bernatorial nominee.
cation in Colorado, had several kinds
Vacation Days.
of grief getting away from Topeka. He
went to the depot without the passes
Vacation
time is nere and the chilgiven
him
and dren are fairly
which the Santa Fe had
living out of doors.
did not discover this error until alout There could be no healthier place for
twenty minutes before train time. them, ou need only to guard against
Then he grabbed a wheel that stood the accidents incidental to most open
near by and after a hot chase to his air sports. No remedy equals DeWitt's
home, got back Just as the train was Witch Hazel Salve for quickly stop
ready to pull out. In the meantime he ping paiu or removing dange-- ' of serf
had left his coat in the baggage room, ous consequences. For cuts, scalds and
"I used DeWitt's Witch
and he went on board without the nec- wounds.
essary part of his apparel, only to find Hazel Salve lor sores, cuts and
that he had forgotten It as the train bruises," says L. B. Johnson, of Swift,
began moving out of the station. He Texas. "It is the best remedy on the
made another hasty flight and after market." Sure cure for piles and skin
several large efforts got hold of his diseases. Beware of counterfeits. J.
coat and lark to the steps of the rap- H. O Rielly & Co.; B. H. Briggs & Co
idly departing train. Topeka State
Democratic Pow Wow.
Journal.
Boston, Mass., July 24. There was
an exodus of democratic politicians to
Cain at San Marcial. D. E. Cain, the
big meeting
today for
newly appointed superintendent of the Nantasket of the Newthe
England Demo
dinner
western grand division of the Santa and
league, which is to take place
Fe, accompanied by Division Superin- craticafternoon
and evening. The prethis
Vegas.,
Las
and
of
Fox,
C.
F.
tendents
will
be Mayor Patrick A,
officer
siding
Marcial,
arrived
McNally,
of
San
J. F.
Wells-Farg-

Wells-Farg-
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Treat tour Kidneys for Rheumatism
When you are Buffering from rheu
matism, the kidneys must be attended
to at once so tuat they will eliminate
the uric acid from the blood. Foley's
Kidney Cure is the most effective rem
edy for this purpose. R. T. Hopkins,
of Polar, Wis., says: "Alter unsuccess
fully doctoring three years for rheu

matism with the best doctors, I tried
Foley's Kidney Cure and it cured me.
I cannot speak too highly of this great
medicine." Alvarado Pharmacy,
o
Saaatta Celebrates Birthday.
Madrid, July 24 Senor Sagasta, the
Spanish prime minister, was the re
cipient of innumerable congratulations
today on the occasion of his seventy
fifth birthday anniversary. The fellcl
tations came from the young king.
from the queen mother and from eminent persons in all parts of the king
dom. The venerable premier is begin
ning to feel the weight of his years
and his desire to relinquish office and
retire to private life Is no secret. But
Spain can ill afford to spare his ser
vices. After mucn hard worn ne nas
succeeded In bringing the country's
finances and internal affairs into a
more satisfactory condition than they
have been since the war with the
United States. It is interesting to re
call the fact that in his youth Sagasta
was one of the most vigorous revolu
tionists and untiring intriguers of his
race. By profession he is a civil en
gineer, and at various times when he
has been out of power in tne govern
ment he has supported himself as
teacher or journalist. When he was
only 26 years old he was elected to tne
cortes. He allied himself with tne 11D
erals and twice had to flee to France
for his life. Hi3 first ministry was
that of the Interior, under General
Prim, and since then he has been
prime minister time after time.
The Same Old Story.
J. A. Kelly relates an experience
similar to that which has happened in
almost every neighborhood In the Unit
ed States and has been told and retold
He says:
by thousands of others.
"Last summer I had an attack of dys
entery and purchased a bottle of Cham
berlains Colic. Cholera and DiarrhoeaRemedy, which I used according to carections and with entire saiisiaciory
results. The trouble was controlled
much quicker than former attacks
wr,
when I used otner remedies.
Kelly Is a well known citizen of Hen
derson, N. C. For sale by an drug
gists.
A Sale That Sells.
There Is merit in our green tag prices and that is why our sales never fall
flat, for we nave tne goods wun wnicn
to back up our price quotations. Simon Stern, the Railroad avenue clothier.
Demlng, the seat of

of Luna.

TO MEMPHIS.

EL PASO

em-

braces such prominent party leaders
as William J. Bryan. Edward M. Shep-ard- .
of New York; Senator Edward W.
Carmack, of Tennessee, and Senator
Joseph W. Bailey of Texas. While the
affair is intended to mark the formal
opening of the congressional campaign
In Massachusetts, the prominence of
the speakers gives assurance that it
will not be without its bearing on the
national campaign two years hence.
Don't Fail to Try This,
Whenever an honest trial is given to
Electric Bitters for any trouble it Is recommended for a permanent cure will
surely be effected. It never fails to tone
the stomach, regulate the kidneys and
bowels, stimulate the liver, invigorate
the nerves and purify the blood. It's a
systems.
wonderful tonic for
Electric Bitters positively cure kidney
and liver troubles, stomach disorders,
nervousness, sleeplessness, rheumatism, neuralgia, and expels malaria
Satisfaction guaranteed by all druggists. Only 50 cents.
Opposition to White.
West Lluerty, Ky., July 24. ihere
Is a lively contest on In the democratic
congressional convention of the Tenth
district in session here today. Congressman Banford White Is a candidate for renomlnatlon and is opposed
by Judge Amos Davis, of Morgan, and
Frank Hopkins, of Floyd.
A wheelman's tool bag Isn't complete
without a bottle of Dr. Thomas'
Oil. Heals cuts, bruises, Btings,
sprains. Monarch over pain.
General Porter Returns.
New York, July 24. General Horace
Porter, who has been enjoying a two
months' leave of absence in this country, sailed today on La Savole to resume his duties as United States ambassador at Paris.
Poisoned the System.
It Is through the bowels that the
body is cleansed of impurities. Constipation keeps these poisons in the system, causing headache, dullness and
melancholia at first, then unsightly
eruptions and finally serious Illness unless a remedy is applied. DeWitt's
Little Early Risers prevent this trouble
ty stimulating the liver and promote
easy, healthy action of the bowels.
These little pills do not act violently
but by strengthening the bowels ena
ble them to perform their own work.
Never gripe or distress. J. H. O'RIelly
& Co.;" B. H. Briggs & Co.
o
Montana Undertakers.
Great Falls, Mont., July 24. An in
teresting discussion is expected before
convention
the state undertakers
which began here today over the prop
osition of Butte members of the asso
ciation for the construction of a crem
atory In that city for the reduction to
ashes of the bodies of deceased per
sons and also for the reduction of the
carcasses of animals and also garbage.
There is considerable sentiment
against the idea of a Joint crematory
and a lively debate is expected. The
convention Is well attended, the pre
siding officer being E. L. Flaherty, of
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Via El

"Let the

COLO DUST

k

time.
Arrive at Dalhart 12:35 p. m., central
time.
Leave Delhart at 12:45 p. m., central
time.
Arrive at Amarlllo at 3:55 p. m.. cen
tral time.
Leave Amarlilo at 4:15 p. m., central
time.
Arrive at Oklahoma at 2:40 a. ru.,
central time.
Arrive at South McAlIster at 6:35 a.
tn., central time.
Arrive at Little Rock at 3:20 p. m..
central time.
Arrive at Memphis at 7:35 p. m., cen
tral time.
Making the run from El Paso to
Memphis In forty-sihours and thirty-fivminutes, which Is the quickest
time ever made from El Paso to Mem.

x

e

(la Effect June
Use

clear water (hard or soft) and

GOLD DUCT
nothing else to do your cleaning.
Hard water becomes soft the moment
GOLD DUST touches it and every
thing washed with the solution
becomes clean and bright; unequaled
for brightening windows and mirrors.

phis.

Had anlv"bv

The Choctaw route occupies Joint
passenger depot at Memphis with fol- THE N. K. FAIRBANK COMPANY
lowing lines, viz: Illinois Central; K. urac, new ion, mtoa, St. Leon,
alnrt TURJ SOAP.
C. M. & B.; N. C. ac St. L.; Louisville
San Francisft Nashville; St. Louis
CONDENSED TIME CARD OF THE
co; Yazoo

Mississippi Valley

&

Direct connections are made in Mem El Paso-RoIsland Route
phis with all night trains to the south
5, 1902.
JUNE
EFFECTIVE
and southeast, making this route far
preferable In all respects, there being East
DAILY SERVICE
West
no transfer in Memphis.
"8:00
pm
am
Ar
7:30
Lv..
Paso...
.El
We will appreciate all favors shown
" ...Ft. Bliss. ..Lv 7:15am
this new line in the way of represen 8:15pm
8:41 pm "... Hereford ... " 6:49am
tation and patronage.
9:30 pm ' ..Jar ilia June. " 6:00 am
A. N. BKOWN, G. P. A.
10:55pm " .Alamogordo. " 4:56am
El Paso, Texas.
11:21 pm "... Tularosa ...
4:16am
12:23am "... Oscura ..." 8:22am
Acts Immediately.
Cnlrla am sometimes more trouble- - 1:10am ".. Carrizozo .." 2:53am
Ancho
2:06am
Some in summer than In winter, It's so 2:06am
hard to keep from adding to them 2:29am "... Tecolote ... " 1:48am
Corona ..." 1:05am
while cooling off after exercise. One 3:13am
Mlnntn Cnueh Cure cures at once. Ab 3:29am".. Torrance .."12:43am
Marino ..." 12:10am
solutely safe. Acts Immediately. Sure 3:57am
cure lor cougr.s, coias, croup, tnroai 5:15am "... Pastura ..."" 10:26pm
9:30 pm
and lung troubles. J. H. O'RIelly & 6:05 am Ar. .Santa Rosa..
7:30am "..Santa Rosa.. Ar 10:15 pm
Co.; B. H. Briggs & o.
9:27 am " .. Tucumcari ..Lv 8:07 pm
8UMMER EXCURSION RATES.
4:55am "... Topeka ..." 12:50am
6:65 am Ar.. Kansas City.." 10:45 pm
Special Rate to California Points.
10:10pm "... Chicago ..." 8:16am
Albuquerque to Los Angeles and
CAPITAN BRANCH.
San Diego, $35.00; Coronado Beach,
00 pm
7:00 am Lv.. Carrizozo . .Ar
$35.00.
25 pm
Albuquerque to San Francisco and 8:45am'ArNorth CapltanLv
00 pm
9:05 ami"... Capitan
return, $55.00.
Tickets on sale every Tuesday,
ALAMOGORDO BRANCH.
Thursday and Saturday, May to Sep'Alamogordo. Ar 8:00 pm
amILv.
8:00
tember, inclusive, 1902. Final return
10:50 am Ar. Cloudcroft .Lv 6:30 pm
limit November 30, 1902.
6:00 pm
11:10 am ". .Cox Canon..
F. L. MYERS, Agont.
connec
direct
make
These trains
Special Summer Excursion.
points
junction
principal
at
all
tions
return,
Chicago
Albuquerque to
and
diverging
lines.
with
all
$51.50.
A. N. BROWN, O. P. A..
Albuquerque to Kansas City and reEl Paso, Texas.
turn. $39.00.
Albuquerque to SL Louis and return,
ck

I

1, 1902.)

ARRIVE FROM THE NORTH.
No. 1, California Express. . . . 7:15 p.m.
No. 7, Mex. ft Cal. Express.. 10:05 p.m.
No. S, California Limited. . . .10:60 a.m.
LEAVE GOING NORTH.
No. 2, Atlantic Express
8:30 a.m.
No. 4, Chicago Limited
11:65 p.m.
No. 8, Chicago Express
7:30 p.m.
ARRIVES FROM SOUTH.
7 : 10 a.m.
No. 22, Atlantic Express
LEAVES GOING SOUTH.
No. 27, Mexico Express
11:00 nm.
ARRIVE FROM WEST.
No. 2, Atlantic Express
8:05 a.m.
No. 4, Chicago Limited
11:45 p.m.
No. 8, Chicago Express
6:46 p.m.
LEAVE GOING WEST.
No. 1, California Express.... 8:15p.m.
No. 8, California Limited.... 11 :00a.m.
No. 7, Mex. ft Cal. Express. .10:46 p.m.
No. 7 will carry mall from the east
and No. 2 from the west
No. S arrives Thursday and Mon
days. No. 4 arrives Tuesday and Fri

....

days.
Local freight. No.
carries passengers.

99, going

south.

U MYERS, Agent

F.

LADIES'.

M

"...
"...

RRAO POWDER.
I

$46.60.

Tickets on sale June 6. 7. 13 and 14,
and June 24 to September 12, Inclusive.
Final return limit October 31, 1902.
F. L. MYERS, Agent.
Summer Tourists Rates to Colorado.
Denver, $25.15, round trip; Colorado
Springo, $22.15, round trip; Pueblo,
$20.15. round trip.
Tickets on sale
June 1 to October 15, inclusive. Final
return limit October 31, 1902.
numbing.
We have aaaett a plumbing department and tin shop to our business.
When you have anything In this line
to be done see us about it before placing your order. Albuquerque Hardware company.

o

Trunks, valises, hand bags, suit
cases, telescopes, largest variety In
city to select from. Golden Rule Dry
Goods Company.

Deming water is chemically

pure-eq-

ual

ftonenvf
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'GERMICIDE
DEODERANT
DISINFECTANT
AND TONICS
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CIRCULAR.' 6 PARTICULARS
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RUPPE,

v

WESTERN AOT.

AlBVq.WCRQUC.
HtWMtX:
For Paie by
Albuquerque
W. Y. Walton
Albuquerque
C. H. Briggs
Mann Drug Store
Las Vegas
E. O. Murphy
East Las Vegas
Springer
Kremls Brothers
A. J. Fisher & Co
Santa Fe
San Marcial
W. McCoach
W. L. TRIMBLE & CO. J.Porterfleld
Drug company. .Sliver City
El Paso, Tex.
Keller & Pollard
Second street, between Railroad and
Copper avenue
Homestead Entry No. 4737.
Notice for Publication.
Ilorses and Mules bought and exchang- Department of the interior. Land Ofed. Livery, Sale, Feed and
fice at Santa Fe, N. M., July 8. 1902.
Notice is hereby gives that the folTransfer Stables
named settler has filed notice
BEST TURNOUT8 IN THE CITY lowing
of his Intention to make final proof la
support of his claim, and that said
CO,
Address W. L. TRIMBLE
proof will be made before the register
'
Albuquerque. N. M.
or receiver at Santa Fe, N. M., on August 19, 1902, viz.: Francisco Oomez,
for the WW SE, SE SW of Sec.
L.
10, NE
NW14 Sec. 15, T. 8 N. R.
West Gold avenue,
11 E.
rt to First National Bank.
He names the following witnesses to
his continuous residence upon
New 6i Second Hand Furnitur prove
and cultivation of said land, vis:
Stoves and Household Goods.
Maurice Gomez, of Gallsteo, N. M.;
George Davis, of Gallsteo, N. M.; AnRe airing a Specialty.

H. SHOEMAKER

Furniture stored and packed for
Highest prices paid for
shipment
second-hanhousehold goods.

tonio Gomez, of Gallsteo, N. M.; Dona-clanAngel, of Gallsteo, N. M.
MANUEL R. OTERO, Register.

d

o

MONUMENTS.
to Polan Springs.
o
of stone and mable work.
All
kinds
Deming has a magnificent school
Agricultural lands In Deming are unPrices moderate. Shop and yard corsurpassed for fertility, production of system.
ner Fifth street and Railroad avenue.
o
fruits and vegetables of all kinds.
H. Q. MAURINO.
Statehood cigars, two for 25 cents.
Statehood cipra, two for 25 cents.
r
We make the best door and window
screens. They are far supetlor to any
made In the east at the same price.
Albuquerquo Plan Inn Mill company, A.
T. Telephone No. 463.

C0C0CC0COO000l

o

--

Johnston's Stage Line.
Will leave every Tuesday morning
for the Jemez Hot Springs and retuifi
on Thursdays.
One regular trip a
week and extra trips when ordered.
Leave orders at Sturges European hotel.
JAo. T. JOHNSTON.
Gr.en Tags.
on our goods Incur that we have made
material price reductions on all goods
so designated. Our suits, shoes, hats
and shirts are offered at 10 to 30 per
cent off from former prices. If In
need of anything in our line, it will
pay you to get our prices first. Simon
Stern, the Railroad avenue clothier.
We sell more shoes than all other
stores combined. You know the rea
son. Leon B. Stern.
o
Jemez Hot Springs.
The public Is invited to visit the
famous health giving springs. First
class accommodations can be found at
the Stone hotel. Bathing, good trout
fishing and beautiful scenery are only
a few of the attractions of this delightful resort.
MRS. OLIVE CORCORAN,
Stone HoteL

Statehood

o

cigs-- s,

two for 25 cents,

Reasons
Insuring

Union Central Life...
Insurance Company
CINCINNATI, OHIO.
It realizes the highest Interest rate; has the lowest death rate;
makes only the safest Investments; gives the best results.
Its Policy Contracts Combine INVESTMENT, INSURANCE, EN-

DOWMENT, ANNUAL INCOME.
The UNION CENTRAL for several years has paid from its Interest Receipts all of its Death Claims, Matured Endowments and Taxes.
No other Company has accompli t ied such results.

The

tabllshed towns.
Tin, galvanized Iron and coppei
work. Albuquerque Hardware compa
ny.

same opportuni-

Deming
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CENTRAL

LIFE

INSURANCE

OF CINCINNATI, OHIO
Agents, Albuquerque,

CO.,

New Mexico.

COOeX5OCK)Cl5C0eX0C

Ho.

For the Sulphur Hot Spring
THE PLACE TO SPEND YOUR VACATION

Situated in the heart of the Jemez mountains. Finest
of Scenery and climate. Baths unsurpassed in the
United States for nearly all diseases. Good

miIic. K. Cu.?
itutioii. --mij ImIs- -

f..r l.aillN.Oia

Guaranty Life Policy

nt

CARTER & NEAL, General

s

I'srUt-ulwr-

Twenty-Payme-

THE BEST PROTECTIVE INSURANCE
It gives perfect protection. It leaves no chance
inexpensive.
It is
irvrrt.
of loss. It gives several ways of
EVERYTHING IN THE POLICY GUARANTEED
Guaranty Life Policy Is a definite contract to
The Twenty-Paymen- t
do a specific thing, and the exact cost of carrying the insurance can be
known in advance

o

In Deming good sate loans can tx
had at better rates than In the old es

In the

For

ago.

1

Railroad Time Tables

k

offers the
the n.w county ties now that the most prosperout
cities la the west offered several yean

cure dyspepsia and all disorders arising from indigestion. Endorsed by physicians every where. Sold by all druggists. No cure, no pay. 25 cents. Trial
package free by writing to W 1. Hooker & Co.. Buffalo, N. Y. J. H. O Rielly
& CO., and B. 11. Briggs & Co.

twins do your work."

Island Road and the
Chociaw.
Commencing at once the following
schedule will be In eect from El Paso
Isto Memphis via the El Paso-Rocland route. Dalhart, Amarlllo and tne
Choctaw route:
Leave El Pa30 8 p. m., mountain
Paso-Roc-

TERMS

hotel accommodations. Stage leaves
Albuquerque three times a week.
REASONABLE
JQeo. W. BIXLER, Mgr.

t'. 00C0OeXCOeXC

B

LOCAL PARAGRAPHS,

AT A

BUY SHOES SHOE STORE
EVERYBODY WHO BUYS

A

ALONG BY ADDING HIS PRAISE

PAIR OF OUR SHOES HELPS US
TO OUR NOISE.

WHAT ARE
WE HAVE

YOU GOING TO DO ABOUT THOSE SUMMER SHOES?
A SPECIAL

LINE THAT HITS THE MARK NEARER THAN HAS

BEEN DONE BEFORE.

WHY NOT

TRY

THEM?

THERE

IS

NOTHING M.aDE UNDER ANY NAME OR AT ANY PRICE THAT
EXCEL8 THEM IN FIT, FORM OR FINISH.

Mrs. O. A. Matson is reported to be
quite sick.
S. Vann returned from a short business trip to San Marcial.
J. H. Dunn, of Alamogordo. was an
Albuquerque visitor yesterday.
Father M. Dorches, of Isleta, passed
through Tne city this morning en route
to Santa Fe.
John A. Ross, traveling engineer for
the Santa Fe, came down from Las
Vegas yesterday.
Percy Young, night foreman at the
shops, is enjoying a sixty days' lay off
in San Francisco.
J. Watson, night engineer at the
local shops, has returned from a short
visit to Santa Fe.
One lonely drunk appeared before
Judge Crawford this morning and was
fined $10 or ten days.
Mrs. J. II. Pullen went to Las Vegas
this niorning, where she will visit with
her sister. Indefinitely.
Mrs. E. H. Bartlett. the accommodating clerk at S. E. Newcomer's book
store, is on the sick list.
Mrs. John Steward and children
have gone to Springer, up the country,

Catfish, line fresh stock, nice fresh
salmon, sea trout, smelts, barracuda,
melons and fresh fruits of all kinds,
sea bass, redflsh, fresh shrimps, fine
fresh tomatoes 12 Vie lb.; dressed
springs, turkeys and hens and everything in fresh meats tomorrow at the
San Jose Market.

Golden Rule Dry Goods Co.
BIQ BARGAINS IN

American Beauty corsets at Mrs.
Wilson's, 218 South Second street.
Large Siberian crab apples 5c

s
Returns of tht
fight, Friday night, July 25, at Zeiger's
Cafe. Accurate ring side description
from a direct wire.

GOODS

WASH

lb.

San Jose Market.

Jeffrles-Fitzslmmon-

Cruces cantaloupes, sweet as sugar,
fresh dally at the San Jose Market.
The United Stales army Is made up
of the choice of America's men, and a
ball team from it is naturally a fine
leoklne lot of men. The team to play
against the Browns on Saturday and
Sunday afternoons Is considered tne
best amone the enlisted men. The
admission has been placed at only 35
cents. Including grand stand.
8 varieties of fine fresh fish tomor
row at the San Jose Market.

BARGAIN NO. 1.

Our entire stock of Wash Goods worth from
your choice now

50c

to

$1

a yard,
29c

yard

BARGAIN NO. 2.

Our entire stock of Wash Goods worth from 25c to 50c a yard,
19c yard
your choice now
BARGAIN NO. 3.
200

different patterns of our famous
Goods, your choice now

Primrose Batiste Wash
11c

yard

BARGAIN NO. 4.
to visit relatives and friends.
E. D. Sammi3, formerly of this city,
A big lot of Cotton Challies,
now representing a wholesale firm of
Wanted.
WOMEN'S STRAP SANDALS
...$1.25 to 2.50
your choice now
Vc yard
city.
competent
girl
who
Mich.,
U
understands
in the
Detroit,
A
.
65c to 1.50
WOMEN'S SLIPPERS
Billy Reed, a member of the white general housework, can secure a good
BIG BARGAINS IN TABLE LINEN, TOWELS, SPREADS, SHEETS
apron brigade. ha3 gone to Las Vegas, place bv calling at once at No. 7UZ
1.50 to 3.50
WOMEN'S LOW SHOES
avenue.
Copper
West
AND PILLOW CASES.
a
expects
secure
situation.
to
where he
superintendent of
D. A. Shope.
who
Mrs. Moore and Miss Porter,
bridges and buildings on the Winslow have Just arrived from Indianapolis,
division of the Santa Fe, Is In the city. have opened up a dressmaking estabPICNIC GOODS.
Division Superintendent J. F. Mc- - lishment in room 26 in the Golden Rule
The time of the year has arrived Nally came up from San Marcial last rooming house.
when picnics and excursions are in night and is spending the day in the
Iced watermelons. San Jose Mar- city.
order. And we're prepared to supply
ket.
G. Vargas, the efficient piano tuner
all wants for a dainty cold luncheon. for Hall & Learnard,
returned lasr
GARDEN
We have Just the things you need for night from a successful business trip BADARACCO'S SUMMER
Just North of the City Limits.
such occasions. Our stock includes north.
Onen dav and night. Bar supplied
Harry Fink has returned from a
choice brands of canned meats, chickC. F. MYERS and WM. MclNTOSH, Proprietors.
cigars and Ice
en, lobster, etc., Jellies. Jams, delica- pleasant outing at Angel camp. Harry with best of llauors and
concert
Ball
and
cold bottled beer.
cies, condiments fancy crackers, fruits, says that Angel camp is the place to every Saturday evening, and concert
etc. Finest goods.
Lowest prices. enjoy life.
every Sunday afternoon. Bowling alley
B. F. Fillmore, the well Known dee
Special Inducements to parties.
free to visitors. Luncnes served, war
orator at The Phoenix dry goods stoi
den has swings and nice shade trees.
is quite sick at his residence cn West Everybody Invited and good order pre
Silver avenue.
served.
CO.
You will miss the greatest sport of
the year if you do not see Saturday's
Nos. 118 and U0 South Second SL
and Sunday's ball games. They will
surely be dandies.
Mrs. Jeanie Sturgeon, of Topeka, is
visiting with her sister, Mrs. Clarence
Ten Eyck, wife of Yardmaster Ten
Eyck, of the local yards.
OF
SEVEN SELLERS
LUCKY SEVEN
Passenger No. 2 was forty minutes
FlorBhelm Oxford Tie, $3.50 to $4.00. late this morning.
A cylinder head
Florsheim Southern Tie, $3.00 to blew out of the engine this side of
$3.50.
Seligman and eau&ed the delay.
Southern Tie, solid comfort, $2.25 to
Jacob Welnmann, of the Golden Rule
NORMAL
$2.50.
Dry Goods company, will leave Sun ACADEMIC, COLLEGIATE,
MAIL ORDERS SOLICITED.
Southern Tic, plain toe, $2.50 to day
AND COMMERCIAL DEPARTMENTS
east,
purchase
to
for
the
the
nl?ht
$3.00.
Prince Alberts, plain toe, $2.50 to fall and winter goods for his company, The School of Music offers full courses
in Vocal and Instrumental Music.
Mrs. Brookfield and daughter; moth
er and sister of Mrs. J. S. Easterday,
Dongola Oxfords, $1.75 to $2.00.
Board and rooms at the University
Canvas Oxfords, best quality, $1.50 arrived last night from Des Moines Dormitory,
OOOOCXXXXXJOOOOOOC
at reasonable rates.
Iowa, and they will visit here for seV'
weeks.
eral
Fall term opens Thursday, Sept. 18,
Attorney H. M. Daugherty,' of ' So 1902, at 10:30 a. m.
corro, stopped off In the city between
For further Information, address,
this morning, while en route to
extensively than ever before. Our trains
MONEY TO LOAN.
W. G. TIGHT, President,
goes on important
Fe,
he
wnere
Santa
any
etc.,
or
stock contains a handsome array of legal business.
On diamonds, watcnen,
Albuquerque, New Mexico.
goods
me
good security; also househoVl
latest styies in Dongola, Vicl Kid,
George Arnot, of the wholesale gro
stored with me; strictly confidential. Patent Kid and Patent Calf, with light
New 'Phone
'Phone
Highest cash price paid for household or extension soles. Call and examine cery establishment of Gross,, Kelly & Old 59.
152
Vegas
Co.,
has returned from Las
goods. Automatic 'phone 120.
them at C. May's popular priced shoe
THERE IS A VAST DIFFERENCE IN 8ALES. THE PAPERS
are
vis
where Mrs. Arnot and children'
T. A. WHITTEN, 114 Gold avenue. store, 208 West Railroad avenue.
Edwards
W.
J.
If you are going east do not forget iting relatives and friends.
ARE FULL OF ANNOUNCEMENTS OF SPECIAL SALES OF ALL
to get some souvenirs at A. B. Wea
Rev. A. P. Morrison, who attended Progressive Mortician and Em
ver s, 307 South First street.
the laying of the corner stone of the
SORTS AND ALL SORTS OF REASONS ARE GIVEN FOR HAVING
balmer.
STOVE REPAIRS.
new Methodist Episcopal
church at
Statehood cigars, two for 25 cents.
are
Calls
day
nieht.
and
Ooen
Borradaile ft Co.,
Santa Fe, came In from the north last
THEM.
Deming, the railroad center of New
117 Oold Ave.
night, and will remain a few days.
promptly attended to.
Demin-In
Investments
tfexlco.
Iota will
Salisbury,
Nichols,
of
Miss Frankle
I Also Sell Monuments
See the newest In ladles' neckwsar double and treble In one yexr.
N. C, passed through the city this
at The Economist.
N. Second
Semi-Annu- al
Alamogordo & Sacramento Mountain morning en route from Deming to La Office and parlor- Deming, the gateway to the best
Junta, Colo. Miss Nichols is interest
Railway.
V,rt of Old Mexico.
Effective June 2nd first class passen ed in some mining property in south
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